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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Advances in science and technology have increased the demand for 

materials capable of withstanding tho effects of aggressive enviro~ental 

conditions. As a result , a wide variety of alloy systems have been dev-

eloped to overcome the inadequacies of ~ure metala. In the field of 

metal oxidation, however, complications arise since the mechanisms of 

alloy oxidation are more complex and not as wall understood as those for 

vure metals. Numerous oxidation mechanisms are described in the litera-

ture, but ver,y few have been formulated on a mathematical basis. Advances 

in the latter situation are mainly associated with the subject of internal 

oxidation. 

~1agner has attempted to theoretically descri bel on a mathematical 

basis, the mechanism of oxidation for alloys in which one component is 

or behaves as a noble element. Interesting oxide morphologies may 

develop~ if diffusion in the alloy phase is the rate controlling process. 

Consequently, in the present investigation, eXperiments were initiated 

to selectively oxidize iron to wustite from iron- nickel alloys . 

Since the diffusive flux of iron in wustite is extremely ra~id 

at elevated temperatures, it was hoped that diffusion in the alloy ~hace 

would be rate controlling. Other oxides 1 in addition to wustite, "ill 

form on iron - nickel alloys in air or ax,ygen; however, these ~ere sup-

pressed by using co2 - CO atmospheres as the oxidizing gas. Preliminar,y 

tests revealed the formation of subscale in the alloy phase, and that 



moat of these alloys oxidized at linear rates. These observati ons 

violate the basic assumptions of present theor,y. Subsequently, exper~

ments were carried out in order to determine the mechanisms associated 

with thea~ phono~e~. 

In the following sections , the r esults of these experiments 

are presented. The constant rate of uptake of oxygen from the gac 

phase is theoretically described in terms of a rate limiting phase 

boundar,y reaction, and the internal oxidation process is qualitatively 

explained on the basis of the principles of diffusion in multicomponent 

sy tems. These sections are preceded by a r eview of metal oxidation 

theory and publications pertinent to this stu~. 

2 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

2.1 Introduction 

A metal or alloy in a gaseous environment constitutes a very 

complex chemical system, and in many cases a concise interpretation 

of experimental data can only be formulated with diffic~lty. A few 

decades ago , many investigators thought that the mechanism of metal 

oxidation was one of simple diffusion of metal or non- metal tons 

through the oxide lattice. However, a marked incre~se in the number 

of ~ublications in the field of metal oxidation has significantly 

contributed to the understanding of this complex subject. It is 

generally acce~ted that many other factors may influence the reaction 

~rocess , such as metal and oxide structures and oxide compositions, 

oxygen so.lution in the metal ~hase , nucleation,and mechanical proper

ties of the oxides. 

It is the ~urpose of this chapter to ~resent a summ r,y of 

metal and alloy oxidation princivles incorporating properties of metal 

oxides , general concepts of metal - gas reactions, empirical and 

theoretical rate equations and the theories of internal oxidation. 

com'Plete description may be had on consulting~ne of the standard works 

in this field 1,2,3,4. 

2.2 Oxidation of Metals 

2.2.1 Oxide Structures 

Phenomena in metal - gas reactions may be related to the differ

ent zones of activity, namely, the gas phase, the oxide - gas interface , 

3 
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the oxide ~base, the metal - oxide interface and the metal ~base . In 

t he gas ~base, there exists the possibility of gase ous diffusion, whereas 

adsorpti on, desorption and solution of gases at the gas - oxide 1ntor

fnco m y ~ooompsn¥ th form~t1on of o~id • In th o~1~o phA o , tho ~if

fusion of metal or non - metal ions and the migration of electrons are 

the most important ~rocesses. Electron transfer , formation o! oxide , 

and the solution of metal or non - metal ions into the oxide are pre

dominant at the metal - oxide interface. In the metal ~base, a number 

of processes may occur, such as the solution of various ions with the 

possible precipitation of oxide, (internal oxidation). 

It is necessar,y to understand the nature of .oxide layers before 

discussing oxidation mechanisms . Practically all oxides are semiconductors, 

and electrical conduction may occur either by electron holes, (p- type 

semiconduction), or b.y electrons, (n-type semiconduction). Wagner(S) 

et al . proposed that oxide semiconductors are not of exact stoichiometric 

comp osi tion, but may contain an excess of either cations or anionz . This 

excess is accomplished b,y having cation or anion vacancies or ions in 

interstitial positions in the lattice. Thus, the model for semiconducting 

oxides, using a metal deficient oxide as an example, (p-type ), i s one 

in which the cation lattice contains vacant sites, and electrical neutrality 

is maintained b,y the formation of cations of higher valency or electron 

holes , as shown in Fig. 1. Electrical conductivity occurs by the move-

ment of electron holes, and ions via cation vacancies . 

The model for a metal excess or n-tyoe oxide is one in which 

there are metal ions and electrons in interstitial ~ooitions or anion 

vacancies in the lattice. Several methods may be employed to test th 
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Fe•+ o= Fe••e o= Fe+• 
/ 1/2 0 2 = Fe·O + Fe·o + 2e 

o= o o= Fe .. ~ o= 

Fe++e o= D o= Fe++® 
/ Fe + Feo + 2e> = NIL 

o= Fe++ o= Fe++ o= 

Fig.l. Model for - ~-t~e semiconducting oxide 
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validity of these models, the most successful being the measurement 

of electrical conductivity of an oxide as a function of oxygen pressure. 

The p-type oxide eu2o and the n-type oxide ZnO offer good exam~leo to 

d6mo~a t~ to thQ gooa ~groQ~~nt batw~on Qong~o t tvi ty m agurQmgnt An~ 

prediction baced on the defect model s . Wagner 6•7 ~redic ted a nd observed 

that the electrical conductivity of eu2o increased wi t h the sth root of 

the oxygen preosure o It is a osumed that oxygen adsorbed on the oxide 

reacts with Ou+ ions to form eu2o and a vacancy in the latticeo Cu+ 

1 s nd electrons then migrate from the interior forming ne t oxide and 

new defects . One oxygen molecule would lead to the forma.tton of four 

vacancies and· four electron holes; 

= 4Cut- + a 

·. 

where eut donotes a cation vacancy and ~ an electron hole. 

Ap~lying the la~ of mass action, 

constant 

where [ ] implie concentration. Since [eu ~] : [ {±)] 

= constant (Po ) 1
/8 

2 

2.-1 

2-2 

Since the conductivity is pro~ortional to the concentration of electron 

holes, it should be ~r~ortional to the ath root of the oxygen ~ra ssure. 

This va experimentally verified. 

In the case of ZnO, a metal excess oxide, an increase in oxygen 



? 

~otential causes interstitial zinc ions to form nev oxide, 

or 

2Zn! -t- 2e -r ( Oz) : 2Zn0 

+ vhere Zni represents an interstitial ion. A~~lying the ideal mass action 

law as before, the conductivity, K, is found to be proportional to (P02)- lf6 

or (P02)- l/4• Experimentally, K varies with (POz)- 1/3.6 t o (P02)- 1/s. 

The variable composition range of oxides is one of the moat imp-

ortant factors when considering metal oxidation reactions. The nature 

of the defect structure of the oxide vhich occurs in a FOrticular caoe 

determines the oxidation rate. For an oxide layer gro\'ring on a metal, 

an oxygen pressure gradient and a defect gradient exists across the oxide. 

A concentration gradient within a eingle solid ~hase causes diffusion 

of ions via interstitial or vacant lattice siteso Therefore, it is un-

derstandable that a knowledge of the defect structure and nature of the 

diffusing sFecies is necessary in order to understand the oxidation 

mechanism. 

2.2.2. Oxidation Rates 

Although compact oxides grow by a diffusion mechanism, other 

~rocesses, such ao those mentioned above concerning the different zones 

of activity in metal - gas systems, may be rate controlling, giving rise 

to a number of empirical rate laws. A ~ajor consideration of gas - metal 

reaction studies is to determine an empirical rate equation and, if 

possible, theoretical rate equations based on Fhysical theory to e~lain 

the kinetics of the reaction . Kinetic data obtained from metal - gas 
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studies are most often compiled·in the form of weight gain per unit area, 

~m/A, as a function of time , t . In many cases, the increase in weight 

can be related to the thickness of the oxide film if the density and 

molocul r volume of th oxide nro known. 

The simplest rate e~ression is the linear equation, where the 

thickness of the oxide film has no influence on the rate of u~take of 

oxygen a 

~ = XL 
dt 

or, 

~(~) = I 

dt A XL 'b-7 

which on integration gives, 

-- 2-8 

I 
where XL is the linear rate const~nt and A is a constant. Ideal~, 

(6 m) : 0 when t : 0, therefore, A = 0. However, in many ca seo, on~ 
A 

part of a kinetic curve may be described by the linear rates as a result 

of mixed reaction control during the initial stages of oxidation. In 

all rate equations which do not ~ass through the origin, a constant 

must be added, but, for the sake of simplicity, will be omitted. 

If the oxide is non-~rotective offering no barrier betueen 

the gas ~base and metal surface, the linear law is expected to hold . 

~orous or cracked oxides are formed on a number of metals which show a 

strong tendency to oxidize at a linear rate. These metals general~ 

have a low or high volume ratio of oxide to metal consummed. A low 
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volume ratio suggests that the metal is always exnoaed to the gas phase. 

8 . 
This was suggested by Pilling and Bedvorth ,. and beco~e known as the 

Pilling and Bedworth rule: if the volume ratio of oxide to metal con-

aumod is lees than unity, o. porou non-'f>rOtectivc lo.yor \Jill b forme d. 

and if greater than unity, a compact oxide will be formed. The rule 

cen on~ be used as a rough guide since there are a numbGr of exceptions. 

Other rate controlling interface reactions mentioned above and gaseous 

d~frue on of reactant s or ~roducts may also yield a linear reaction rate. 

Tammann9 , and in an inde~endent investigation, Pilling and Bedworth8, 

formulated the ~arabolic rate law. This la~ is based on rate control by 

either cation or anion diffusion. The rate of oxidation is inversely 

~roportional t o the film thickness : 

.2!. = k. 
dt X 

or, on integration, 

x2 = 2kt 

In terms of weight increase , 

where kp is the parabolic rate constant . 

2-10 

2-11 

In some cases , it has been found that kinetic data for metals 

~osed to oxygen at intermediate temperatures , 300° - 6oo°C, obey a cubic 

2-12 
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However, the same data of,ten can be a~roximated by other rate l awa. 

Finally , thin film formation may be described by a logarithmic 

relationshi'P , 

where k1 , a , and t 0 are constants , or its alrernative , the inverse 

logarithmic relationshi'P , 

(.o.mf.A.) = A. - k11 log t 

The oxidation rates of metals and alloys rarely agree with a 

given rate law over a wide range of conditions. The oxidation rates 

can quite often be divided into definite regions, such as, a linear 

region followed by a parabolic region. A. combination of rate laws is 

often required. Copper, at low oxygen uressure, oxidizes linearly, 

then gradually changes to a parabolic rate. This may be written as, 

which indicates that two urocesses are rate controlling. In ·the early 

stages, (A m)2 is small, and the rate ia essentially linear. At a later 
A. 

otage , (A m) iG small compared to the first term, and the rate is 
A 

essentially parabolic. 

2. 2.3 Effect of Gas Flow, Te~era ture, Pre ssure 

The major effect of gas flow is to increase the supply of reactant 

gas and to remove gaseous reaction 'Products. Gas flow affects the transi-

tion between interface control and gaseous diffusion control. 
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The ffecto of gao ~ressure and tempera ture often aid in the 

internrE:'tati on of a reaction mechanism. In many cases, when stable oxides 

are formed, and at high ~ressures , (> 1mm), there is no ~ressure effect 

or only a very small effect. Howeve r, at 10\': 'Oreasure, an effect is 

often observed. The r ate of gaseous diffusion t o the reaction surface 

may be rate controlling, and the flux of gaseous molecules is directly 

~roportional to the ~ressure . If an interface reaction is rate control-

1 ng, such ai' the dissociation of a diatomic molecule. one ~ould expe ct 

the rate to increase with the square root of the gas 'Oressure . If a 

diffusion 'Orocess in the oxide is rate controlling, the oxida t i on rate-

nressure relationshi~ can be quite different denending on the diffusi on 

mechanism. Since the value of the diffusion constant de"Oends upon the 

concentration of lattice defects, a pressure denendency is exnected 

when the gas nressure has an effect on the defect structure of the oxide. 

as was illustrated above in the case of Cu2o.lO 

The effects of temperature may be of assistance for interpretation 

of reaction mechanisms . Surface reactions may be expected to obey an 

Arrhenius relation, 

2-16 

where k is the oxidation rate constant, A is a constant having the same 

unite ask, and Q. is the ac.tivation energy required for oxidati on. Bates 

controlled b,y interface reactions are eroected to vary exponentially 

with temperature. The temnera ture denendence of diffusion rates can 

be exnressed in the same manner . and therefore, an exponential tempera ture 

d.e~endence is expected. 



The following summary may be made, in view of four main rate 

controlling nrocesses, 

12 

(1) gas diffusion rate controlling: time has no affect on the 

rate; a linear ~ressure denendency is expected; and the effect of temoera

ture is small. The latter effect is a result of the insensitivity of the 

narameters determining gas diffusion rates to temoerature; 

(2) interface reaction control: there is no time denendence ; a 

linear or squere root of ~ressure denendence is exnected; and the rates 

are exnonentially related to temperature. 

(3) diffusion urocess: this nrocess requires a square root of 

time denendence and. an exnonential variation with temperature; however , 

the effect of "Orec sure de"'ends on the oiffus ion mechanism; 

(4) ·nhysicnl nrocesses, such as mechanical failure of oxides, 

are comnlicated; time, ~ressure and temnerature denendencies are unknown. 

2.?..4 Oxida.tion Mechanisms: Thin Films 

Several mechanisms have been suggested concerning thin film 

formation. The processes are less understood than those of scale growth . 

No attemnt will be made to comuletely describe the theories since 

descrintions are available in the literature. 1 •2 •3• 4 A division between 

thin and thick films may be made on the basis of the nature of the 

concentration gradient "Oroviding the driving force for the reaction, 

Thin films are formed by ion migration under the influence of an electric 

field across the oxide, whereas thick films are formed by a thermally 

activated diffusion nrocess in an electrically neutral oxide . A film 

greater than 10-4 em. is a thick film, since field effects are minimal 
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at this thicknesa. 

Cabrera and Mott11 ~roposed a mechanism for thin film formation 

by aasuming that a chemisorbed film exiato on the oxide surface, and 

t~t ion~ ~nd alootrono move i~do~endontly in tho film. Eloctrono nro 

able to ~ass from the metal ~hase to the adsorbed oxygen atoms, either 

by thermionic emission or by the quantum mechanical tunnel effect. How

ever, ions cannot readily diffuse through the film at low temperatures. 

Accordingly a strong electric field is developed across ·the film which 

is oa~able of cauoing ion migration through the oxide. 

In the case of an n-t~e oxide, Cabrera and Mott derived a para

bolic rate equation for films leoc than 1000 l for the condition that 

the diffusion rate was proportional to the field strength. For a p-t~e 

oxide , a cubic rate equation was derived. For very thin films, less than 

80 X, _the electric field strength is so large that the rate of ion 

migration is not directly ~r~ortional to the field strength. Under 

these conditions , the drift velocity was erponentially related to the 

field strength , and an inverse logarithmic rate equation was derived. 

Evidence for the validity of these equations can be found in the literaturo. 

For formation of oxide films less than 50 ~ thick, Hauffe and 

Ilschner12 have assumed that electron transfer by the tunnel effect is 

rate controlling and eroonentially related to the field strength. A 

logarithmic rate equation was derived. Other atte~ts have been made 

to derive expressions valid for thin film formation. Grimley and Tra~ne111J 

suggested that the adsorbed layer of oxygen atoms could be saturated even 

at low temperatures and nressures. 3lectrons may be provided by cations 

at the oxide - gas interface , which undergo a change in valency. In thie 
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case, the field is localized to ~he ion ~air. Adsorbed oxygen atoms 

attract nositive holes in p-tyne oxides , and could form neutral ~airo. 

Dissociation of these neutral ~airs by electron transfer from tha metal 

state.s between neutral -pairs and such iona lead to the develonment of 

logarithmic , cubic, and linear rate equstions. Uhlig14 also derived 

logarithmic , and cubic rate equationo for formation of filmo in the 

thickness range of 104 g by assuming that electron transfer from the 

motal to the oxide ~hase determines the oxidation rate. 

Since the theoretical derivations are difficult to confirm , 

many additional detailed investigations are necessar.y to clarify thin 

film mechanisms , and the validity of the oxide film models. 

2. 2. 5 Oxidation Mechanioms : Oxide Scales 

As oxide formation nroceeds to the extent that electron field 

effects in the film can be neglected, the ~arabolic rate law is often 

obeyed by a number of metals and alloys . The mechanism for scale growth 

according to this law has been described by \'fagner. 15 The mechanism 

is baaed on the model of a semiconducting oxide o The rate of film 

growth io controlled by the diffusion of the reactants on a concentra-

tion gradient existing across the scale . Wagner derived an exnression 

for the rate of scale growth in terms of the s~ecific conductivity of 

the ocale, X, the transnort numbers of the cations, anions, and electrons , 

and the free energy decrease of the oxidation reaction, quantities that 

can be measured inde~endently. This expression is, 
)Ll( (S) 

.9a, : r 300 A J ('( t-{: )l':x_l_ 
dt [96500 No c. v. e Zx 

A" (tn) 

2-17 



where £a is the number of gram equivalents of oxide formed ~er unit 
dt 

time, A is the cross sectional area , N is Avogadro 1o number, e is the 
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electronic charge,~, ~.~are the trnns~ort numbers of cations, anions, (,.. '-a. e 

and electrons reo-pect1vely, Zx ia tho anion vo.lcncy,,l{x(S) and J.'.x (rn) o.ro 

the chemical potentials of the anions at the oxide - gas and metal -

oxide interfaces, and ~ ic the film thickness. The nortion of the 

equation in brackets is called the rational rate constant, kro 

Wagnerl6 also obtained an alternate e~ression utilizing ion 

mobilities which can be expressed in terms of the self diffusion con-

ctants of the ions, namely, 

a., em) 
kr = cij (D~ + !._x 

z c 
a.c. ( $) 

or, 

2-18 

2-19 

where c1 = :ccc = zxcx ie the concentration of metal or non - metal ions, 

ac and ax are the thermodynamic activities, and D~ and Di are the self 

diffusion constants of the metal and non - metal ions res-pectivolyv 

Equation 2-17 has been eroerimentally verified for a number of 

casesl5,17,18 and most rigorously for the oxidation of cop-per to eu2o. 10 

Equation 2- 18 has been successfully tested for the oxidation of cobalt19 

and iron20. Other investigators, notably Hoar and Price2l Jost22, have 

derived e~ecial forms of the Wagner relatiQnshi~ using ana lagouo models. 

Several other mechanisms have beon introduced; in general, they 
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are associated \nth rate laws -other than the ~arabolic law or deviations 

from this relationship. Smelt2er et nl.23 noted that titani~. zirconium 

and hafnium, in the range 300 - 600° C, oxidized too rapidily for the 

mechan1 m to be %9lnine by nor l <11:rn:l!:s on proeeae. It wae 'PO tu-

lated that short circuit diffusion paths such as, grain boundaries and 

dislocations , may exist in the oxide . Two ~arallel reactions occur, 

normal lattice migration with a diffusion constant VL• and short circuit 

diffusion ~ri th constant D_s. They assumed that the fraction of total 

sites , f , available for the diffusing species within short circuit paths, 

decreased exponentially with time . The rate equation is as follows: 

2-20 

~here x is the film thickness, t is time, k the parabolic rate constant, 
p 

~ = DB/DL and k is a constant . Excellent agreement was obtained between 

theory and experimental data . 

Mechanisms have been advanced to account for the occurrence of 

paralinear (~arabolic folloued by linear) and linear rate laws?4 These 

models are usually based on the formation of porous non - protective 

scales . However , under s~ecial conditions, the growth of a compact, 

pore free scale may follow a linear rate law. For example, owing to 

the exceptionally high concentration of vacant lattice sites in wustite, 

iron can diffuse·ra~idly to the oxide - gas interface, and the surface 

reaction becomes controlling when the oxidizing potential of the gas 

~haze is low. This behavior would be confined to an oxide of high 

defect concentration. The pro~osed mechanismc for this type of oxida-

tion are pertinent t o the present investigation, and '1ill be presented 



in detail in a later section. 

2.3 Oxida tion of Alloys 

2. 3.1 General Fe$tures 

It ia not yet ~oooiblo to nrodict tho oxidation effects to ba 

expected from the addition of an alloying element to a pure metal by 
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a unified theory. A number of factors must be considered; for example, 

the affinity of the alloy constituents for the connonents of the reactant 

gas , the sol ubility l imite of the ~hases, the diffusion ·rates of atoms 

in alloys and in the oxides, the formation of ternary compounds, the 

relative volumes of the various ~haoes, all of which may be functions 

of temperature and pressure . Several limiting cases. of alloy oxidation 

have been theoretically treated, and it is hoped that advancements in 

knowledge will ~ermit the der1vation of a mora universal theory. 

In considering the oxidation of a binary alloy, it is useful 

to determine if one constituent ~nll behave as a noble element. The 

free energies of formation and the resultant dissociation ~ressures of 

the oxides can be used as a guide . If the oxyge~ ~otential is less than 

that required t o form the oxide of one element but exceeds that of the 

other, the oxide of the latter will be stable and grow. This tyne of 

reaction is known as selective oxidation. However, if the oxygen ~ote

tential is high and exceeds the oxidation ~otential of both elements, 

a number of possibilities exists . In ver,y high oxygen potentials, only 

the ~resence of a noble element, such as gold, ~latinum, sil~er, etc., 

will nermit selective oxidation. Consideration of free energy data 

will not allow one to s~eculate concerning the distribution of reaction 

products . 
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Some insight may be gained on the distribution of ~bases if the 

ternar.y phase diagram for a binar,r alloy A- E and oxygen is kn~wn for 

the conditions of diffusive gr~rth of ~bases and ra~id interfa ce re

notiona nt;J deacri b d by Cl rlf: • nd Rhin o2S ond Kirko.ldy26. Once tho 

existence of the more noble element hac been determined, it is usually 

beneficial to consider the possible modes of oxidation. 

t.foreau and Benard27 have presented a very general classification 

of these different modes based on experimentnl observationG. The classes 

are illustrated diagramatically in Fig. 2. Class I refers to the case 

of selective oxidati on . This classification can be divided into two 

subgroups, I and IB• where the forme r concerns the ~elccti~e oxidati on 

of the minor.nddition and the latter to the major component . In each 

case, there a~pears two possibilities . The oxide of the minor more 

reactive element may be nucleated and preci~itate within the matrix of 

the major element . The formation nrocess is called internal oxidation , 

(I!) • Another possibility is the formation of an oxide film of the minor 

element , (I!) . 

Again two ~ossibilities exist in the case of the selective 

oxidation of the major element . A thick oxid~ layer may be formed on 

the alloy surface , which contains entrapped globules of the addition 

1 element, (IB ). or the more noble element may concentrate at the metal 

oxide interface , and subsequently diffuse back into the metal phase, 

(I~) . 

Class II deals with the simultaneous oxidation of both elements . 

Again it is ~ossible to subgroUp the variou~ modes of oxidation. In 

Class IIA• the oxides are insolubLe , and either the minor or the major 

element has a greater affinity f or oxygen. If the minor element has a 
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higher affinity, its oxide may nucleate on the surface or nreci~itate 

as internal oxide. Sinca the oxide of the major element can form, it 

will entra~ these nuclei or precinitates ns the metal - oxide interface 

reccdoo. The end rcault io a dio~eroion of one oxide in the other and 

internal ~recinitates of the former in the metal phase, (II}). If the 

major element .has a greater affinity for oxygen, the process of internal 

oxidation does not occur as bove . Therefore , the reaction product 

consists of a dis~ersion of oxide ~articles in the oxide of the major 

element, (II 2 )~ 

The second subgrouo refers to mixed oxides, that is oxides in 

which the two alloying elements are associated. Th~se oxides ·~cur 

most frequently at high temneratures and oxygen ~otentials • . The si~lest 

case to describe is the formation of a solid solution of one element in 

the oxide of the other, {II~). The other case concerns the forroation 

of oxides which a:o-oroach stoichiometric comnosition, (II~). The most 

frequent reaction gives rise to a spinel oxide , AB204. 

It can be seen that the above classification is quite general, 

and introduces some clarity to the commlex·~roblem of alley oxidation. 

It is unfortunate that variations from these simole cases may occur as 

a result of mechanical stresses, coalescence of oxides, and other factors 

often characteristic of narticular system. 

In the above classification, Moreau and Benard also consid red 

the additional factor of the a~nearance of multilayered scales. If a 

metal exhibits several stable oxides, they may annear in various ~ro-

~ortions, de~ending on conditions of tem~erature and ~ressure. The oxide 

richest in metal will be located adjacent to the metal phase. whereas 
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that richest in oxygen will be ncaroot tho gas phaee. Even under 

conditions of high oxidation potentials, where only the epnearance of 

the moot stable oxide ic exoected, t he potential at the metal - oxide 

interface favours the formation of the other oxides, and theoe will 

grow. Examnleo illustrating these effects are conner base alloyo 

which form cunrous and cuoric oxides, and iron base alloyc which form· 

\1Uotit0 , magnetite , and hematite • Valensi28 hns derived an exnreosion 

for the relative thickness for two oxide layers formed on a metal for 

ideal and simnlified conditions . 

2.). 2 Alloy Oxidation Bates 

It is necessary to mention that the empirical relationships 

suggested in section 2.2.2 a~ly equally as well to alloy oxidation. 

However , the kinetic data obtained from alloy oxidation experiments 

often deviate from these ideal rate laws . 

The conditions necessary for tho ~arabolic la~ to hold in alloy 

systems are as follows . The sequence of reaction layers ~ust not change 

\tith time and secondary alteration of the ocale structure, ouch ao 

cracking and phase transformations, mu3tn~·~~ Interface reactions 

must be sufficiently rapid for cctablishment of local thermodynamic 

equilibrium. In order to define boundary conditions, the cocroosition 

of the alloy at some point must be the initial eomoosition, and the 

diffusion eonstantc of the various opecies should not be a function of 

concentration. 

It ia obviouo that the overall number of kinetic fac ors to be 

considered in any theoretical description of alloy oxidation is rather 

large . Nevertheleos, several attemnts have been made to theoretically 
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describe the oxidation mechanism for a fe~r limiting cases. 

2.3.3 Alloy Oxida tion M c ~ni sma 

Sine the o~idce formed on alloyo ~ra torna ry somiconducting 

layers, the ffcct of the dis solution of sol-ute' metal ions into the 

oxide layer of the solven t element at least .. q.Jllllitatively may be 

"Oredicted by the defect models described above. The rate of gro\·rth of , 

these compounds depends on their defect concentration which, a ccording 

to tl G mechanism, may be increared or decreased by the addition of 

solute ions . 

Consider for xamole the metal deficit p-type oxide NiO, and 

the equilibrium, 

1/2 o2 
't't 

: Ni 0 + 2@ + NiO 2-21 

the mass ·action constant is given by, 

-- Constant 2v22 

the notation being the same as above. If a solute ion of higher valency 

than 2 is added, it will substitute for nickel ions in the oxide l a ttice 

in a higher valence state than nickel, and decrease the concentration 

of positive holes. The concentration of vacancies ncreases, and since 

the oxide grows by diffusion via vacant cation sites, the rate of oxida-

tion is expected to increase. On the other hD.nd, if an ion of lot1er 

vale ncy is added , the concentration of positive holes will increase and 

the number of vacant sites is reduced on being filled by the solute ion. 

Therefore, the oxidation rate tdll be decreased·. These effects have been 
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experimentally Y .rlfied. 1 • 2 • 3. 4 Similarily, it can be shotom for meta l -

excess oxides, the addition of ions of higher valency decreases the rate 

of oxidation, whereas additions of ons of lowervalency i~creaseG the 

A snecial case of alloy oxidation, involving diffusion nrocesees 

within the alloy and external scale, concerns the oxidation pranertiea 

of a noble metal - base metal system. This situation has been amenable 

to t~o oretical analysis and is of narticular interest to the ~resent 

research on the iron - nickel systemg 

2.3 . 3 . (b) Oxidation of Alloys \'lith Noble Metals 

Wagner29 discussed the oxidation process fo~a binary alloy in 

which one component is a noble metal, and for the case of uniform scale 

formation. The treatment tias carried out for the system nickel - 'Plati-

num \'There nickel oxide is formed over the entire concentration range, 

containing only very small amounts of nlatinum in solid solution. From 

this analysis, the ratio of the rate of formation of nickel oxide on 

the alloy to nure nickel for a given thickness of the oxide layer is, 

1- (NA( c /NA(i)) 1/.J 

1 - (NA(e)) 1/.J 
2-23 

Here, N (e) is the equ!librium mole fraction of nickel at the Detal -

oxide interface coexisting with the oxide and ambient gas, and N (i). 

is the equilibrium mole fraction coexisting 1:rith the oxide and gas t.rhen 

the gas ~ressure equals the dissociation pressure of nure nickel oxide. 

Since concentration gradients exist in the alloy nhase as a result of 

the formation of oxide , impoverishment is relieved by diffusion of nickel 
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from within the bulk alloy to the metal - oxide interface. Anplying 

the proper boundary conditions to t he solution of Fick 1s la,.,o for the 

model illustrated in Fig. ) , an exo~eoeion was obtained containing the 

parameters 0! and NA(i ) • The theo~J \;as comper o vith experiment by 

simultaneous soluti on of the tt1o equations, since the values for the 

remaining parameters are available in the literature . Reasonable agree-

ment ~as observed for platinum rich alloys . In order to erplain devia-

tiona a t higher nickel content, s veral arguments t;tere advanced, includ-

ing the fact that impurity additions or ~latinum affect the diffusivity 

of nickel in the oxide, and the observation by Thomao30 that these alloys 

oxidize-- internally . 

The above analysis was baaed on the ~remise that a rlanar metal

oxide interfac is stable in noble - base metal alloy systems . Wagner31 

has demonstrated that under certain conditions a planar alloy - oxide 

interface is not stable . mhe interface \~as assumed to be slightly ner-

turbed and take the form of a sine wave profile . A~~lying Fick 1s lar 

with appropriate boundary conditione the local drift velocity , Ux• of 

the metal- oxide interface was calculated in terms of the diffusive flux 

of the non- noble element . The difference between this velocity and the 

average velocity of the interface, ni• was dotermined to be, 

I 
I>.) sin (2rryl A ) 

\'!here b : ·trn ·amplitude of the sin wave 

). = vavc length 

y : distance ~arallel t o metal oxide interface 
I 

and = (q-1) I (qt 1) 

2-24 
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In this lntter expressi on, 

't.T D ~V: 
(1 = .LoA . -- . 

vhere NA -~-- the a rage mole fraction of less noble element at the 

average ~lane interface (x• ). 

V 1 , V11 = colar volumes of alloy ~nd oxide res'!)ecti vely , 

D' = interdiffusion coeffi cient in alloy , 

D11 celf diffusion coefficient in oxide. 

26 
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Thus, if diffusion in the oxide is rate controlling, N does 

not differ from the bulk, and D1 ) D11 • Therefore, <i)l and deviations 

from a "'lane will tend to disa~"'ear, that is a planar interface will be 

stable. If diffusion in the alloy is rate controlling, the value of N 

\:Till be decreased, and D11 ) D1 , therefore, variations in the alloy-oxide 

interface will be amulified giving rise to a non-"'lanar interface. In 

the limit, as sho,,n in Fig.4, an interface will be developed where "'ro-

truding sections of the oxide of the less noble 'component will alt mate 

with slender trunks of the alloy enriched in the noble element . For 

th s condition of diffusion control in the alloy -phase, exoressions uere 

derived for the thickness of the oxide film, the thickness of the two 

"'r~se layer consi sting of oxide columns alternating with slender trunks 

of oxide and the 'overall rate of oxidation. A "'Ur"'OSe of this inv~stiga-

tion \·tas to test these idealized mechanisms for the iron-nickel sy:;tem. 

Another interesting situation studied by \'fagner29 concerns n 

alloy consisting of two com~onents, one of which, A, forms a highly 

~rotective oxide compared to that of the other, Class I 2 , Fig.2 . In 
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this case , it is desirable to kno,., the- minimum cor..centration of A re-

qui r d for exclusi ve formation of n hiehly protective film , AO. mhe 

nececsary rcquir~ment is t ha t the diffu~ive su~~ly of A to the metal-

oxide interface is t l ea t grent r t n t h e eon~umntion of mo t~l. 

relationship for the minimum value may be obtain d by se tti ng the 

diffusive flux equal t o the rate of consumntion. This amount is , 

\ther Z : the valency of • 

D : diffusivity of A is the me t a l 

kp : ~arabolic rate constant 

C : concentration of A i n t he bulk in g-atoms/cm3 

A number of systems, iron - aluminium, iron - chromium, iron - silicon , 

shOl:/ q~litative agreement ~;lith theory. Ra'Pp32 found agreement \"lith 

theory in his mvectigation of the silver - indiuo system "'hereas ~aak33 

di not find agreement for copper-be rylium alloys . 

2 .. 3 . 3. ( c) I nt erna l Oxi dotion 

A number of investigators 34 ,35,36 obs erved that conper alloyed 

wi th baoer elements such as silicon, manganese, tin, etc. , formed a 

layer of alloy enriched in copper containing oxtde nnrticles of these 

leas noble elements beneath an outer scale of cunrous oxide . Smith34 

referred to this layer as a subsca le and the forma tion mechanism as 

internal oxidation. A very extensive study on the internal oxidation 

of cop~er base alloys has been carried out by Rhines 3knd studie s on 

silver base alloys by Rhines nnd Grobe38 , Leroux and Raub , 39 and Norbury . uo 

There are nume~ous observations re~orted in the literature concerning 
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sub~cale formation in iron~base alloys.~1 

Initially , it t1ae thought that internal oxidation would occur if 

alloys contained small amounts of a more reactive elenent, which ~refer

e:nti 1ly o~1di:!od \Jit 1n the alloy o.o. C1 ~o u.lt of oxyc;on t1U'fuc;ion, intg 

the alloy. Rhines and co-workers have stated that it is entir~ly nos

sible for the o.xyeen su~~ly to the subscale to originate from the thermal 

dissociation of an external oxide film at the alloy - oxide interface. 

: t ~u not necessary for an external scale to be nresent, since oxygen can 

be adsorbed from the gas ~hase and subse~uently diffuse into the alloy . 

\ihcn the concentrations of the h;o reacting s~ecies reach values exceeding 

the equilibrium saturation values of the oxide in question, thiz oxide 

may be randomly nucleated and grov. 

Rhines described the follot-Jing conditions necessary for internal 

oxidation; a relatively high solubility of oxygen in the alloy, enprec

iable diffucivity of oxygen, ~ossibility of formation ~y an alloying 

element of an oxide more stable than the solvent metal, a low solubility 

of the oxide in the alloy and, the constitution of the system, regarded 

as a ternary, must be such that a quasi-binary equilibrium may occur 

between the solid solvent and the nreci~itating oxide at te~perature. 

However, objections may be raised concerning the above·descrip

tion of internal oxidation and es~ecially Rhines' third condition as 

nointed out by Thomaa . 30 Oxidation tests, cartied out on binary con~er

nlatinum, cop~er - ~alladium, nickel - platinum alloys, demonstrate that 

the ox CL · of the s'olvent or host ele:n~nt may constitute the subscale . 

Therefore, the conditions and description. of internal oxidation must be 

given more generality . 
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The degree of internal oxidation 1~ deoendent on the a~ount of 

oxygen fluxed into the alloy intc:Hor, t-Thich is a function of oxygen 

solubility and diffusion rate, neglecting th fla~ of the solute element 

to the ou.r ace~ In c ooo t'lhorc tho o:::ye; n di:ffueio. rato ia fn t, the 

oxide nnrticle size i9 s~nll and the nenetration d nth is largeo Increas

ing temperature and reacting metal cone ntration nronotc a large narticle 

oize . In general, the narticles are randomly distributed '.lrit:hin the 

alloy matrix and may aquire a variety of shapes o Regarding diotribution, 

S~itn34 hao reported an interesting exception. In certain alloys, rovs 

of nrccinitates were formed narallel to the surface, referred to as 

Liesegang ring foroation. This tyne of nrecinitation has been observed. 

for example, in gele 'Thereby a solute oalt is nreciT>itated by the im1ard 

diffusion of a suitable reagonto For occurrence of this T>henomenon, 

nucleation can only occur if there is sunersaturation of the reactants . 

U~on nrecinitation, the gro\·lth nrocess de-oletes the region of the react

ing lement ahead of the nrecinitate, thus, further nucleation may occur 

only at a front at a discrete distance ahead of the ~revious one. 

Theoretical determinations of subscale nenetration rates have 

been carried out for several snecific cases. Rhines et el 0 ~2 ~rken43 

an ?-~eijering and Druyvestcyn44 have considere' the case \!hen no external 

ccale is formed. T cse investigatoro asoumed that oxygen satur.at s the 

alloy surface and. diffuses into the interior, and the oxidizable alloying 

element diffuses inde'Pendently outuards forming its oxide uith the counter

diffusing oxygen. Annlying Fick 1 s lOt"lS, enressions '.IIer develoT.led for 

the continuous nenetration of the subscale front, t'lhich corresnonded to 

a norabolic time de~endence . In order to test their exnresoion., Rhines 
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et al . found it necessary to csume the concontr3tion of oxygen and the 

o.lloyi n~ element t1cnt to zero at the ::~ubscale-c.lloy interface . The sir:ro-

lific cr.procsion was uoed to calculate tho subccale ~enetration for n 

number of cop~er be~ L!2 
alloyo an 

)8 
1lvor uoeo alloyo. The esre~~cnt 

t-lith eroeriment was generally good; houever, appreciable d viations 

occurred with oome alloys. 

\'!agner 45 and Bohm and Kahbrei t 
46 

have adcroted a different a"O'!)roach 

to tho same 'Problem. In each case, the sub scale front 'I;Jaa u.csuned to obey 

a ~ r3bolic de~endence, that is, the thickness of the subscale region 

is directly "Oro-porti_onal to the square root of time. Fick's lmrs t1ere 

solved to obtain an exoression for the pro ~ortionality constant in 

teroo of the oxygen solubility at the surface, the bulk concentration 

of the alloying element , and the diffusivities of oxygen and alloying 

eleoent . 
l.J.2 

In a more extensive analysis, RhineG ct al. have derived 

erooesoions for the rates of both external sce.le and cubscale growth. 

rne two exnressions were of "Oarabolic form . Each · equation contained the 

narabolic rate constanto for subscale and external scale grouth indic-

~ting the int~rde~endencies of the growth rates . The theoretical rate 

laws were not quite satisfactory for inte~retat~on of ceveral copper 

ase alloys , although disagreement was not too serious. The authors 

indicated that the asoumntion that the ~resence of internal oxide did 

not interfere with the growth proceos probably was a source of error. 

The third case , where the external and internal oxide consist of 

the same metal , is of 'Particular interest becauce similar oboervations 

have been made on the iron-nickel system in the ~resent investigation. 
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Thomas3° considered the oxidation properties of the coppcr-platinun, 

cop~er-~alladium , and nickel-~latinum systemo at elevated temperatures, 

and foun that all the alloys invcctiGntod oxidized internally as t-1ell 

a.o %tornnlly. Aluo, tho onmo o:xid a , C\:PrOUu a.nd n1el':: l o::ido,oon!5ti-

tuted the external scale and the subccalo . B~oically, the fundanental 

-probleo in t is si tua.tion tJo.s to obtain a satisfettory mechoniom to 

account ~or internal oxidation. If one component oxidi2eo preferentially 

to form nn external scale, the oxygen potential or 'Prescure at the me~al-

o=ido int rfaco is equal to tho diccociation pressure of that ozide . For 

an ideal solution, the oxygen presoure, eve~rhere in the metol phase, 

<'rould be lotrer than that required to -oreci-pitate oxide. Therefore, 

T o~s proposed that a s~ll anount of nobl metal dissolved in the oxide 

1ncronoes the diosociation preosure of the oxide . To confirm this 

hyl?othesia, it >'las demonstrated xporimcntally that a very small amount 

of -platinum or -palladium uas in solid solution in cuprous oxide . The 

no lc metal concentration was highect at the alloy- oxide interface, and 

decreased \•li th distance from this interface . Therefore, the partial 

prescure of o~ygen at the oubscale-alloy nterface is less than that at 

the alloy- oxide interface, and this pressure gradient represents the 

driving force for diffusion of oxygen acroos the subscale. 

Tho model prooented by Thomac io shown in Fig. 5. Cop-oer diffuses 

th.ough the sub cale on the concentration gradient (NCu(i) - rCu(o))/Ji 

and enters the scale as ions . These ions diffuse throueh the oxide on 

the gradient (Nv (m) to react ~ith oxygen. At m, cuprous 

oxide dissociates into cO'Pper and oxygen atoms, and oxygen diffuses 

through the aubscale on the cQncentration gradient (No(m) - No(i))/~ • • 
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It \tas aosu:ned that the concentration gradients \'tore lin -..-r, the oxide 

11recintation did not interfere uit diffusion -processes, the diffusivity 

of oxygen in tho alloy is inderyendc~t of connos tion and that the oolu-

bility of o~gon incroaaoc with increasing noble m tal content. The 

vnlu of ~!o'i vno tak ·n to be zero, and all other concentrations uera 

assumed to bo nd -pend nt of time fo_ fixed xternal conditions. Further-

more , the oubscale and ocale grouth rates were assumed to be -parabolic , 

that is , 

and t.= 2-27 

Conoid ring the original alloy-gao interface as the distance origin, 

Thoma derived the follmring quat ons from Pick's lave: 

(~)2= ______ n_? __ <_~_~_(_m) __ - __ ~~ __ (s~) ________ _ 
2l·feu N0 (c)D0 - · 

·1o Ks )-§-
+ Ncu(m) 

2 

(K)i : 2D-t (N...,._ (m) - N-e- (s)) 

l 
(KE)2 (Neu(b) - Neu(i)) 

(1 - 2Dcu ) 

K 

2-28 

2-29 

2-30 

t:thero K : (}Jt , D?: diffusion constant of co-pner ions in cu-prous oxide, 

Deu: diffusion rate of. Conner in the alloy, 'f : volume ratio of o::dd -

to metal consumed and Ncu(b) is the bulk mole fraction of CO"'"'vr. 

If all the terms are knotm, the equations can be soloed simul tane-

ouGly for Ks. Hotrever, Thomas found it neceosary to treat the first 

exoression, 2-28, as a qundrntic in KE and substitute in xnerimental 

values of Ks to test the relation. The agreement t·rat~ goodo Equ.o.tion 

2-29 could not be tested on the cam basis. since Neu(i) '1:7as unkno~,m~ 
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~o~·1cver , using eJCT) rimental data in the equation, calcula.ted estimations 

of thio unkno\/n ~arameter seemed reason~bla. According to this analysis , 

the rate conctant for :rtornol ocalc formation 1:10 a -primarily governed 

by the diffusion of Clelp'):)er 1 tho u1JoOC\le, \rh~l.'oa the'! c:n~gQQA),Q rGt 

constant \'las largely determined by the diffusion of oxygen to the oubcca.l -

alloy interface . 



CH.A.'PTER I I I 

OXIDATION PROPERTIES OF I R0N, NICKEL AND I RON- .H CKEL LLOYS 

J . l Oxidation of Iron 

Numerous investigations have been renorted in the literature 

concerning the oxidation pronerties of iron over a wide range of tempera-

tures and r eactant gao pressures . This is not surprising when one con-

side r s the technological imnortance of this metal; this fact has stimu-

l a t ed many r esearch p ro jects . 

There are 'Oeculiari ties in the iron- oxygen cystem, sho•.m in Fig. 6, 

which are not usually characteriotic of other materielsD Three oxidec 

are stablo at temperatur~s greater than 570°C, namely wustite, FeO, 

magnetite , Fe304, a~d hematite , Fe2o3, and these oxides lead to the form

ation of multi l ayered scales at elevated temperatureso Photomicrogra'Oho 

of the oxide layers have been 'OUblished, and excellent exa~les are giv n 

by Paidassi47. Belo~r 570°C, bulk ... mstite is unstable, although it may 

be present ao a thin fi l m adjacent to iron at temneratures as low ae 

400oc. 48 , 49 

Results obtained from inert marker and radioactive tracer d ffuoion 

studies50, 5l , 52 and investigationo nertaining to t~e nr~~e limite of the 

iron- oxygen oystem53. 54,55 allo'llr one to resolve the defect otructure of 

theao scalae . \ustite is a P-type oxid of a large comoocition r~ngo 

whi ch does not include st oichiometry. The dcf etc con isi of vacant 

cation sites and 'OOSitiva holes , (FeJt ion~), and diffusion occuro via 

cat ion vacancies . 

Magneti t e contains an excess-of oxygen, ho~rever, it is much smaller 

)6 
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than for wustite, and the corrcenonding defect concentration ic omaller. 

Eirchenall at al . 50 , 5l found that both cations and anions diffuse in 

mag.etite from tracer atud·cs. Howovur , it io gener3lly aocumed that 

dif:!'Usion ic mainly ee.t1on1o. IIomnt1td x;toto '<ti.th cu1 CJ:tcooo of c:;~.tiona 

and diffusion is anionic via nion vac~ncies. 

At tem-peratures belov1 a:p,.,roxi:nately 200°C, a logari th:dc oxidn

tion rate has been observed56 ,5?,58• Above this temoernture 9 in oxygen 

or air , the oxidation rate has been ronortcd to obey a nara olic r lntion- · 

ohip . 8 , 51 , 59,60 , 61,62,6J,64. Those r sults imply that the c~chanicmo of 

oxidation are associated with a thin film model n the forme~ case, and 

diffusion processes in the latter. Indeed, Simnad, D:1vies and :Birchenan51 

de t rmined the oxidation rates of iron to ~ru.stite, 1i1Ustite to m~gnotite , 

and magnetite to hematite and found that t he parabolic law was oboycdo 

The self diffusion coeffici ents of ·ron in the throe oxides \rare determined 

by Himmel , Mehl and Birchenall50 and the xnerimental oxidation rates 

\'lere compared ,.,1 th the rates calculated by substitution into Uagner 1c 

theoretical rate equation. The agr~ement ~res goodo Pai~soi59 hao 

metallogra:!)hica.lly demonstrated that the throe oxidoa thicken at a "'ara

bolic rate at temperatures greator than ?00°Co The relat·ve thickneso 

of the layers was an-proximately 100/5/1 for t F 0/ t J?e3o ,J-! e2o3 and these 

values are indenendent of time o 

It vas mentioned in t he previous s ction that connact scales 

can be grown on iron at linoar ro.tee in atmos"Oheres of l0\1 oxidation 

potentials . Under soecial conditions, the oxygon n~ossur o in carbon 

dioxide and ~1ater atmocnheres are sufficiently lo,., for iron to exhibit 

this oxidation behavior. Fischbeck, N undeubal and Salzer65 initially 
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obeerv d theoe linear r action rates on oxid ~ing iron in carbon dioxide. 

Since otudieo on the oxidation kinetics of iron in atmocuhereo 

of low oxidn.tion "OOtcntiol arc of o"Ooc1f1c bear n~ to t:1o uo::~~ in thio 

Hn.uffo and Pfciffer66 oxidiz d iron in carbon dioxide-ca1·bon oon-

oxido atmoo'Pheres at 900° - l000°C. \Iuotite wao the only oxide formed 

for kinetic reasons to be dcocribcdo Lgain, it uao tound that the ~take 

of oxygen was 'Proportional to ti~e ouggesting that a "Ohace bo~ndar,y re-

action ~as rate controlling. Since the r action rate de'P ~dod on the 

gas 'Preosure as follows , 

3-1 

the authors euggested that the overall i"ate d termining r action \!Jas the 

dissociation of carbon dioxid on the uustite surf ec ~reducing· che~i-

sorbed oxygen ions. T.at is, 

. 3-2 

follo"t·rcd by tho incornoration of the adsorbed o"Oocieo into the tro.sti t~ 

l atti c , 

0- -FOi- T:'o.:. +'±' ad - JJ ... \:!/ 3-3 

wher ~denotes an electron def ct and Fe 0 a vacant cation cite in tho 

wuatite lattice. Furthermore, Pf iffer and Laubmeyer67 otud ed th oxida-

t on of iron at very low oxygen uotentials, ectnbliched by tho CuzO-CuO 

equilibrium, and linear rateo uer oboerved . The follo,·Jing :- lationshin 

b tween linear rate constant and oryg n "ressura '1os obtained, 
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and, by comparison l1ith equation 3-1, concluded that the o:cye;en 'Potential 

r c ultine froo the diosociation rea ction ~~ controlline the rate of oxide 

formation . 

In a recent comprehensive investieation~Pcttit , I ngcr and '1agner68 

studied the oxidation of iron in carbo dioxide-carbo monoxide atnoc-pheres 

at 925°- l075°C. A chemisorntion react on \1aS assu.::c' o ·a r.:2te control-

ling, namely , 

C02 - > CO + 0 d 3-5 

The number of cquiv lents of oxid fomed -per unit area 'Per unit ti~eo 

0 
n , is given by, 

where k 1 is the reaction rate constant for the forward r eaction an k' 

for the· reverse r eaction in equation 3-5o Accordin6 to \'lagner and Kobay

aski69 , the rate of dissociation of carbon dioxide is a function of the 

concentration of electron defects in the oxideo Since the deco=oosition 

reaction \tas assumed to be rate controllin..,, the concentration of defects 

\'las considered to be given y the equilibrium beh1een iron and ~.rustite. 

Therefore , this concentration doeo not a'P'Pear in the kinetic equationo 

At equilibrium , 0-n - 0, and, 

3-7 

where is defined by the equilibrium, 

Fe + C02 = CO ? eO 3-8 



Substitution into equation 3-6 and writ ing ?
002 

in teroo of tho total 

nreesurc P, ? ttit et al . obtain, 
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uhero Nco2 is the nol e froct on of COz in the gD.s pr.no and tho cubccript 

(eq) denoteo t he mole fr.:1ct on of C02 in the o.tmos-oher in quilibriu."!l 

\11th iron and \/Ustite. TLe results of Hnuffe and Pf 1 f r 66 o.r~ conmat-

ible with this c~ressi on . 

Smelt2er?O a l so investigated the mechanism of oxidation of iron 

to vustito in ca rbon dioxide-carbon monoxide atmosnn~res aos~~ing as 

before that t he kinetics ucre det mined by a chemis~rption reaction. 

Furthermore, 1 t vns assu.'!led that c~:rbon dioxide \Tas adsorbed irreverai bly 

to fo:rm ch~mis orbed oxygen and carbon monoxide . The elementary stens 

for the oxidation reaction are as follOt;s, 

3-10 

3-11 

Fe llC(J) + 2@ ~ 
,0) ~ Fe 0 (i.) + 28 (i.) 3-12 

Fe(i ) + Fee (1) + 2 e (i) 
~ nil 
-? 3-13 

~ds ·r 2 9 (o) -> 1 
·:a02(g) 3-14 

The subocri-ots (g) , (o), (i) refer to the gao phnoe and lattice de- vet 

structure at the oxide-gas interface nnd metal- oxide interface respcctioely. 

Ni l refers to the annul~cnt of lattice defects by tho solution of iron 

into the oxide . 
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Oxidation would obey a ~araboli~- law if the concentration of 

vacancies and electron holes equal~d their equilibrium values . Since 

linear rates were observed,· equations 3-10 and 3-11 were assumed to rc-

present tho r to controlling ~rooo aoo . Oon 1dor1n8 thAt tho curt co 

coverage of a dsorbed oxygen,(9, is cons t ant during oxidation, and that 

the lattice def ects in the oxide are equi l ibrated with the metal ~base , 

Smeltzer derived the following e~ression for the surface c~erage , 

k2 <Pc~ - Pbo2> 3-15 

k3r k6K 
where k2, k:3 and k6 are the rate constants for oxygen chemisorntion ,wustite 

f ormati on , and oxygen desorotion res~ectively ~ X iB a constant dofined 

by the equilibration of iron with wustite . 

Two a~~roximations to equation 3-15 were conside r ed, namely, that 

S a~'Proaches zero and the oxidation r a t e is determined by the dissocia-

tion of ca rbon dioxide, and the rate of incorporation is rate controlling, 

0 <" < 1 and k2 <:< k3 + k6I• The relationshi-os derived !or these 

condi t1 ons are, 

3-16 

and, 

3-17 

res'Pec t i vely. Linear relations were found when KL was -olot ted versus 

the ~artial pressures of carbon dioxide abo e t he equilibrium valu in 

sun'Port of the theor,y. Since the -oartia l 'Pr essures are ~ro~ortional 
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to the mole fraction o! carbon dioxide and the total ~ressure , the above 

equations are o! the eame !orm as equa tion 3-9 • 

More recently , Turkdogan20 described the ini t i a l rates of oxida-

ti on of iron in water-hydrogen atmos~heres by a~plying Eyring's theory 

of absolute reaction rates. Again, a chemi sorotion reacti on was a sumed. 

The o erall ~haae boundar,y reaction was re~resented by, 

-n2o(g) 1- 2e ~ o;d + H2(g) J-18 

The wustite aurface was oonaidered to contain a fixed number of sites 

pe r unit area, fraction• o! which were occupied by the adsorbed species , 

H20 , 112, o: d. ( H2o]t and Yaeant aitea , denoted 'by. <9Ht0' etiz . (90 • 

(9T , Sa , resnectively. (a2o]t represents the activated com-olex. 

A re l a tion for the traction o! sites occupied b,y the act i vated com~lex 

was obtained assuming equilibrium between the water va-oor in gas nhase 

and the activated comolex, 

where a 0 is the activity o! oxygen at the oxide-gas i nte r face , an
2
op Pn2o 

is the activity o! water vanor in the gas -ohase, and Kt i s the equilibrium 

• The rate of oxidati on was obtained from 

expr essions !or the dissociation of the activat ed compl ex. The linear 

oxi dation kinetic• o! iron were represented as, 

3-20-

wher e k 1 is an overall constant containing the const ants of equation 3-19 , 

and the univeraal specific rate constant RT/Nh, E is a heat of activation, 
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and a~ ia the actitty of oxygen at the oxide - gaa interface in equilibrium 

with the gas nhase. If ~0 ia constant and a 0 is defined as the standa rd 

state, a 0 : 1, the rate of oxidation ia, 

J-21 

An analogous exnression waa derivedfor oxidation kinetics in carbon 

dioxide - carbon monoxide atmos~heres. Data obtained from the literature 

demonstrated good agreement between theor.y and experiment. 

).2 Oxidation of Nickel 

Nickel oxide ia the only oxide observed on nure nickel. This 
. 

oxide is a metal deficit p-type semiconductor, the oxidation rate 

exhibiting a sixth-root ~over denendenc.1 on the oxygen pressure!O At 

temneraturea in excess of 400°C, the oxidation rate of nickel has been 

re~orted to obey a parabolic relationship in accordance with the Wagner 

mechanism.?l,?2,?J,?4 The oxidation rate ia ver.y sensitive to impurity 

content,?l and the oxide may exhibit porosity at high temperatures.75.?6 

At temneraturea of a~roximately 400°C, the oxidation rate has 

been re~orted aa cubic and logarithmic. Engell, Rauffe and Ischner77 

exolained the cubic rates by a model whereby the ion flux through the 

film waa a function of the electric field strength and the concentration 

gradient. Uhlig, Pickett and MacNairn?8 renorted logarithmic rates and 

found the rate changed at the Curie temperature. The nrooosed mechanism 

was based on electron transfer from the metal to the oxide , and the observed 

rate change at the Curie te~erature was associated with a change in the 

elect ron work function. 



).) Oxidat ion of Iron-Nickel Alloys 

The oxidation ~rOperties of the iron-nickel system have been 

studied in air and oxygen over a range of ~ressures and temneratures. 

Under these conditions, multilayer scales are formed similar to those 

found on ~ure iron. Most studies have been associated with ~hase identific

ation and oxide mo~hology. A notable exceution is the .investigation of 

Erabers and Eirchenall79 in vhich ~ecimens were oxidized for various 

time periods in air, and then aubaequentl7 brought to equilibrium in 

an inert atmoa~here . Several teaturea of the iron-nickel-o~gen ternar,y 

~hase diagram were determined at 1050°0. ior a comnlete tabulation of 

results, Foley80 has published a survey of the oxidation ~rOperties of 

iron-nickel alloys. 

Oxidation ia severe with alloys containing low nickel concentra

tions, (0- 10 wt.~N! )• Alloy, highl7 enriched in nicke l, is entra~ped 

by the receding metal-oxide interface52,81,82,83,84. For oxidation t stc 

in lab air, controlled oxygen-nitrogen and oxygen-nitrogen- water vanor 

atmos~heres, Foley85,86,87,88,89 has demonstrated ~arabolic scale growth 

for alloys containing 30 - 6~ Ni. At least for times un to 60 minutes, 

high nickel additions greatly reduce the rate co~ared to nure iron. 

This is a result of the disa~pearance of the wustite l ayer , due to the 

enri chment o~ nickel at the metal-oxide interface. Diffusion processes 

are slower in the remaining nickel bearing spinel and hematite layers . 

Kennedy, Calvert and Cohen,90 using a high temperature diffraction 

a~~aratua , determined essentially the aame scale structure on three iron

nickel alloya in the compoaition range 25- 75% Ni at 800°C in oxygen. 
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The individual oxide layers thickened according to a parabolic law. 

There vas considerable subecale formation esnecially in the 25% Ni alloy, 

and this was attributed to scale fracture , allowing the r eactant gaa to 

nenetrate along the interface and grain .boundaries. Yearian, Boren, and 

91 Warr also renotted a nickel bearing &Pinel and hematite l ayers on a 

25~ Ni alloy as did Koh and Caugherty92 for a 50~ Ni alloy a t 119J°C. 

Basically, reaction ratea for alloys containing more than JO~ Ni , appear 

to be controlled by diffusion through a nickel bearing sninel , and dif-

fusion of nickel through the inner nickel oxide layer for nickel alloys 

containing small amounts o! iron.ao 

The oxidation ~ropertiee ot a aeries of iron-nickel alloy con

taining up to JO% Ni vere investigated by Benard. and Moreau93 in air at 

6?5°- 9S0°C. Three surface layers were detected consisting of hematite , 

magnetite and a mixture of wustite and magnetite adjacent to t he metal . 

Extensive internal oxidation occurred in these alloys. Little nickel 

and nickel oxide were detected in any of these layers by chemical analyses . 

Iron was selectively oxidized, and nickel was enriched at the metal-oxide 

intefface. In the J~ Ni alloy the surface concentration of nicke l was 

5~ a t 8S0°C, 6~ at 9;ooc, and 82~ at lo;ooc. There were two distinct 

stages in the oxidation- time curves with the exce~tion of that for a 

2o% alloy at 6?5°0 where parabolic behavior was closely approached. 

These deviations from ~arabolic behavior were attributed to the highly 

selective oxidation o! iron , the subsequent l enrichment of nickel at the 

surface, and diffusion of iron through this enriched layer in the initial 

stages . In the later stages , deviations occurred as a result of a 

decreased oxygen !lux acroaa the oxide to the interior of the alloy . 
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Internal oxidation was more severe nt the grain boundaries than within 

the grains. The authors suggested that oxygen diffused down these bound

aries and precipitated oxide particles which subsequently coa le sced and 

enveloped the metal grains. Oxygen was then transported through tho 

oxide and diffused into the metal lattice and preci~itated oxide within 

the grains similar to the process occurring at the metal-oxide interface. 

Birchenall et al.79,94 oxidized iron-nickel alloys of several 

composition& at 10S0°C in oxygen, then allowed the specimens to come to 

equilibrium by annealing in an inert atmos~here. Equilibration occurred 

mainly by the dissolution of oxide and oxygen diffusion into the alloy 

~h$oe, Several d tail ot the iron.niekel-oxygen, ternnr,y ~hG e di gram 

were deduced from the results as shown in Fig.?. Based on ~revious reports 

and the equilibrium -data, the authors pronosed the following oxidation 

mechanism. Iron is selectively oxidized from an alloy when placed in a 

highly oxidizing potential. Although the alloy is enriched in nickel, 

only minute amounts of this metal reach the outer layers of magnetite 

and hematite due to formation of an inner wustite layer. Oxygen solu

bility must be higher in the alloys than ~ure iron in order to precipitate 

oxide in the alloy. This causes further nickel enrichment. Concurrently , 

the wustite composition becomes higher in oxygen and the driving force 

for metal diffusion is decreased. Thus, rates lower than that required 

for continuous parabolic behavior are observed.93 As the nickel concen

tration exceeds the equilibrium between alloy-spinel-wustite , a nickel 

bearing a~enel consumes wuatite from the inside, while a nickel free 

spinel {Fe;04) consumes it from the outside. As the sPinels join, the 

nickel concentration mB¥ be homogenized by diffusion. This results in 
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the s~inel-hematite layer structure re~orted above. U~on elimination 

of wu•tite, the oxidation rate ia greatly reduced. 
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CHAPTER IV 

, THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

~.1 Introduction 

In the Introduction, it was mentioned that the purpose for employ

ing carbon dioxide - carbon monoxide atmos~heres as the oxidizing gas waa 

to reduce the number of oxide layers in the scale formed . on the alloy to 

one, namely, wustite. It is evident from the ~receding review on the 

oxidation properties of iron-nickel alloys that the occurrence of multi

layer scales lead to complex oxidation ~henomena. Since li~ear reaction 

rates were observed under these conditions, the oxidation mechanism at 

least annearssimilar to that of iron. Therefore, in this section, an 

atte~t will be made to exnand some of the oxidation conce~ts outlined 

above for iron, in order to derive a theoretical rate expression applic

able to iron-nickel alloys. 

It has been ·established that subecales are formed in alloys in 

which one comnonent is a noble element, for exam~le, co~~er-~latinum. 

cop-per--palladium, nickel--platinum)0 Although nickel is not a noble 

element 'Per se, under the oxidation conditions used in the present in

vestigation, it behaves as a noble element. Recently, advances have 

been made in the field of diffusion in multicomponent systems. Internal 

oxidation occurs in a ternary system, hence the first nttempt will be 

made to interpret this tyne of oxidation on the basis of ternary diffusion. 

theory. A sim~l• model will be -presented to account for oxygen diffusion 

in the alloy and the aunearance of a subscale, based on recent devel~ 

menta in ternar.y diffusion. 

so 
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4.2 Linear Oxidation Rates 

The basic premise of Ra.uffe and Pfeiffer66 i ·a accepted in the 

development of the oxidation rate expression ~ for iron-nickel lloys 

exuoeed in atmoa~heroa containing carbon dioxide. That 1a, the forma tion 

of wustite is determined by a chemisorption reaction. Transfer of oxygen 

from the gas .phase to the oxide may be represented by detailed balancing 

ot the elementar,y reaction ste~s. 

k· 
C02 

.-). 

o:ds + co( g) -t c:-
K1, 

-- kl 
Oada ~ (Fe,Ni)O 1" Fe a 

K., 

FeQ + 

Ni alloy 

2 (t) -t Fe Alloy 

Ni oxide 

2@ 4-1 

~ nil ..:-

~· 

~here the subscript (g) refers to the gas ~hase, nil refers to the an-

nulment of lattice defects by the solution of iron into the oxide, and 

k1• k2, kJ• k4, are reaction rate constants de~endent on temperature. 

(Fe, Ni)O refers to wustite with less that 2 atomic~ nickel. These 

processes are represented in Fig.8. 

In the following derivation, it is assumed that the concentration 

of electron defects, cation vncancies and the oxygen activity in wustite 

at the metal-gas interface are equal to their equilibrium values. The 

rate of formation of wustite per unit time is gi~en by. 

4-.5 
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where ~ 0 , ~ v are fractions of surface sites for an ener ge tically 

homogeniaus surface covered with adsorbed oxygen ions and vacant s i tes 

r espectively, [C] is the vacancy concentration, and a. 0 is the oxygen 

a ct1vi ty in wuati to a t the metal-oxi de i nterface. Assuming (9 0 ~ 9 v a r e 

constant for given condi tiona, this is d<9 0 fdt = 0, 

At equilibrium, d FeO/dt • 0, therefore, 

49 ~ 
I 

= k4 
•o [0] - k1 Pco 

e; - - 2 4-7 
k; 

k 2 P~o~J 2 

I . 
where denotes the equilibrium value. Equation 4-S may be 'written as, 

d FeO 
dt 

: k; klSv 

k2P CO (G>] z + k; 

Substituting from equation 4-7 yields, 

Pco J - Pco2 
Pco 

2 

Pco] 
Pco2 
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or, 

4-9 

The activities of oxygen are readily calculated from the equilibrium 

CO L- CO+ 0 2-

• I r g I Accordingly, ao = K Pco2 Pco• ao Q K Pco2 Pco, the activity of oxygen 

in the gas ~hase. Equation 4-9. is the general form of the rate expression. 

If the assunrotion is made that k3>> k2 Pco LEE>]', equation 4-9 become , 

KL = k 1Sv [ 1- a0la~J Pco2 4-10 

This is a particular form of the exPression valid when the rate of 

incornoration of oxygen into the oxide is greater than the desorption 

of adions. 

It is immediate~ a~narent that, for the case of ~ure iron, this 

20 
expression is equivalent to that of Turkdogen et al., equation 3-21. 

It is also equivalent to that of Smeltzer, equation )-16, and to the 

expression of Wagner, equation 3-9, if it can be ~roven that, 

Mani~ulation of the L. H. s. gives, 

' :Pea _ Pcoz 
2 .,... 

Pea 
(1 - Nco ) P 

2 

where N h the mole fracti'on of carbon dioxide in the carbon dioxide
co2 



carbon monoxide atmosnhere and P :•Pco;- Pco2• Therefore, 
I 

Pcoz Pcoz 
(l - ao/a§) Pco2 = Pco2 - -.-- P+ ::-y- Pcez 

Pco Pco 

p' [ p' 
- (l+~) p -~ 
- I C02 ' Pco Pco 

= (l+X:) (Pco - P~o > 2 2 

that is, 
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1.!-ll 

The validity of the above exoressions for the kinetics of iron-

nickel alloy oxidation will be established in this investigation. 

4. 3 Inte r nal Oxida t.ion 

To date, the nrocess of internal oxidation has been treated using 

binar.y diffusion equations in which the effects of a concentration gradient 

of one comoonent on the diffusive flux of another are neglected. It is 

an~arent from the review of alloy oxidation that a component in an alloy 

may be concentrated at the metal-oxide interface as a result of external 

and internal scale formation. This is readily a~~arent for alloys con-

taining an element which has a·ver.y low solubility in the oxidation products. 
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Steep concentration gradients may exist at the metal - oxide interface. 

As confirmation for these considerations regarding the iron - nickel sys

tem, Brabera and Birchenall79 and Roeder and Smeltzer 95 have domonetrat

ed that the solubility of nickel in wustite is less than 2 wt.%. Inter

action between the inward flux of oxygen and concentration gradients in 

the metal phase may be of i mportance in internal oxidation of a binary 

alloy and can only be introduced by employing ternary diffusion equations. 

Furthermore, if an oxide scale is formed on a binary alloy, the oxygen 

concentration in the alloy at the metal - oxide int erface will be the 

saturation value in order to obtain interfacial equilibrium. For internal 

oxidation to occur in a system which forms the same oxide internally as 

well as externally, for example, copper - platinum, copper palladium, and 

iron - nickel, the oxygen concentrat ion must exceed the saturation valu e 

in order to establish the system in the two phase alloy plus oxide region 

of the ternary phase diapram and provide supersaturation for oxide nu

cleation. In the following theoretical developments, an internal oxida

tion model will be presented for the iron - nickel system based on the 

principles of diffusion in multicomponent systems. 

For a complete description of diffusion in multicomponent metal

lic systems, one may consult contributions by Onsager96 and Kirkaldy.97 

Diffusion in ternary systems may be described by utilizing 

0nsager's extension of Fick's first law96, in which the flux of each 

component is assumed to be a linear function of all the concentration 

gradients. For example, the flux of one component may be written as, 

By appropriate choice of a reference system,97 and considering uni

directional diffusion only, equation 4-12 becomes, 

, 
' 

4-12 

4-13 

The D12 coefficient or off•diagonal diffusion coefficient represents the 

diffusivity of comP9nent one oq the concentration gradient of component 
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two. Combining 4-lJ with the continUity equation, 

di v J i- ) 01 = o 
1_ ~ t 

4-14 

the generalizea ternary diffusion equation is obtained, 

4-15 

a suming constant D1e. Similarily !or component two , 

4-16 

It is now necessary to describe a model !or aubscale !ormation in 

iron- nickel alloys in order to define the boundar,y condition !or solu-

tion of equation 4-15. Since iron is selectively oxidized, nickel is rap-

idly enriched at the alloy surface . The nickel concentration at the metal-

oxide surface is assumed to be constant !or eXPerimental times . Oxygen 

saturation o! the alloy surface is maintained by the presence o! an oxid 

film. For !ormation o! internal oxide ~recinitates, the alloy must become 

sUpersaturated relative to its stability condition by inward diffusion o! 

oxygen. The initial concentration "'ro!ile in the alloy phase is sbotm · .-

s chematical l y -o in .. ,Fig.9 . For the considerations to be advanced, it is un-

necessary to specify the metal gradients in the oxide seal~ . Components 

one and two refer to oxygen and nickel respectively~ c11, c21 and c10• Czo 

a r e their initial concentrations !or x~ 0 , to x > 0, respectively, where 
... 

x is measured !rom the alloy-oxide interface. 

A solution !or equation 4-15 , satisfying the boundary conditions, 

*see Anpendb: I I 
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Fig.9. Concentration profile f or t = o. 



is as follows, 98•99 

erfc x 
2JD11t 

C021 - 02o> + <en - 01o>] 

fD:t2 ( c21 - c2o)1 
(Dn j 

erfc -.....;:;;x~-
2 Jn22 t 
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4-17 

where D11 and D22 are the diffusion constants of oxygen and nickel in the 

alloy respectively, and c1 is ti1e cxygen concentration. Since the concen-

tration of oxygen in the alloys is very small CO!T11"ared to the nickel con-

-fc centration, it is assumed that the ~reduct D21 ___ 1 is negligible . The 
~x2 

solution to equation 4-16 under this restriction is 22; 

4-18 

The consequences of equations 4-17 and 4- 18 with resnect to the 

degree of oxygen su~ersaturation in the alloy phase for nrecipitati on of 

internal oxide ~articles will be demonstrated in a later chapter. 

An accurate mathematical descri:otion of the :oreci:oitation kinetics 

would indeed be a difficult if not imnossible task. A distribution func-

\ 

tion would be required to determine the relative fluxes of metal and oxygen 

in the alloy and oxide ~hases. A qualitative interpretation of the sub~ 

scs.le formation mechanism may be obtained as follows. When suffi cient 

oxygen sunersaturation is :ore sent in the alloy to initiate oxide :orecini-

tation, growth of oxide ~articles will then reduce the concentration of 

oxygen in the metal nhase to its saturation value. If the variat ion of 
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oxygen sa turation with elloy comuosi~ion is small , the oxygen concentra-

tion gradient in the subscale region during oxidation will be very small . 

The solubility of oxygen in iron rich alloys is estimated to be approxim-
, 

t ly 0.005 wt.~ o th olub111ty of oxygen 1n gamm iron ia o.ooJ 1: 

o.oo;.41 •100. Thus 9 the driving force for diffusion of oxygen by its con-

centration gradient is negligible. Therefore, the oxygen flux through the 

alloy surface is given by equation 4-lJ where diffusion of oxygen on its 

own concentration gradient is neglected. That is, 

4-19 

Since the amount of oxygen dissolved in the alloy matrix is neg-

ligible, oxygen in the subscale region is present as internal oxide. This 

amount, W
0

, for time t is, 

t. t 
tl (' t ) = ·S Jldt =- s ~c2 ) 

0 . ~2 "FX X: 
· o 

From equation 4-18, 

) Czl . 
~ x•o=-

0 

(C21 - Czo). tl 
J 7{ D22 

dt 4-20 
0 

4-21 

Therefore , assuming D12 is not a function .of concentration , equation 4-20 

becomes, 

\1 ( t ) 
0 

= Dl2 (Czl - Czo) 

Jrr D22 

4-22 

The off - diagonal coefficient, D12, can be eliminated from equation 4-22. 
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Kirkaldy and Purdy101 have derived.an expression an~licable to dilute 

ternar,y solutions, namely, 

where £~is the nearest - neighbour pair interaction energy defined by, 

4-24 

where Y, , is the oxygen activity coefficient. The assumption is made 

that equation 4-23 is v~lid for large nickel concentrations. Substituting 

into 4-22, 

w (t) = D].1 E,z. N1 <c21- Czo) 
0 

Jrr Dz2 

N1 represents . the saturation value of oxygen of the metal- oxide interface. 

These values are unknown for the iron - nickel system, however, an approxi-· 

mate functional relation between oxygen saturation and nickel content can 

be obtained utilizing the Gibbs - Duhem expression. Considering an alloy 

saturated with oxygen (designated tJ( "Dbase), in equilibrium with wstite, 

(~phase), one can write, 110 

No<. 
1 + = 0 ' 4-26 

were subscri~ts 1, 2, J refer to oxygen, nickel and iron reS"'ectively. 

Also, 

l.:-27 
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1-!:ultinlying 4-26 by Nf and 4-27 by N;and-equating the relations, 

p o'. ol. " t( f3 o( of.. 15 c< 
(NJ N1 - NJ N1 )dlna1 ~ (NJ N2 - NJ M2)dlna2 : 0 4-28 

W~b~er107 has demonstrated that the activities may be exoanded in terms 

of the ~ai r interaction energies, that is, 

4-29 

and 

4-JO 

~ 
Substituting into 4-28, and multinlying by Nz , 

· N~Nz - NfN~ 

4-Jl 

It is necessary to consider a dilute solution in order to obtain a manage-

~ p v able eXPression, that is, Nz and N2 annroach zero. Define o as , 

= 4-J2 

Therefore, 
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4-33 

(I{ 
since N; ~ 1, 0(. .(. <. f3 ,v P' .-./ s N1 1, and for wustite, N3 - N1 - 0 •• Substituting 

4-33 into 4-31 
(-! II( ).. !or N2, Nl ~ u, and rearranging the te!rms, 

since ~ >> l £., l~~ From 4-)3, 

I( I( 

a ssuming that 'it. N1 ,.,. N1 

: r.~t~grating 4-JS, 

()(. Fe t< 
wh re C is an integration constant. Since 1nNl : 1nNl for Nz 7 0, 

Fe 
where N1 is the solubility of oxygen in ~ure iron. 4-36 becomes, 

Finally, substitution into 4-25 yields, 

w
0 

(t) = DJ.1 .E,z.Ni'e erp - ~tNz (C21 - C2.g) 

J '1r- Dzz 

4-35 

4-36 

4-37 

4-38 

An evaluation of this analysis for the internal oxidation of iron-

nickel alloys will be carried out emnloying the exnerimental results of 

this investigation. Snecif1ca1ly, attemnts will be made to demonstrate 

the validity of the equations describing oxygen sunersaturat ion ~rior to 

oxido ~reci~itation and the amounts of oxygen ~resent in the subscale. " 



5.1 Introduction 

CHAPTER V 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The major portion of this section \rlll concern the preparation 

of specimens , the oxidation a~~aratus , electron ~robe mi croana~ses, 

and X-ray diffraction studies . 

5.2 Specimens 

Electro~tic iron and nickel were used to prepare the alloys . 

Portions of each material were accu ·rate~ weighed ~o yield alloys con

taining 0, 10, 20, 30, 40 , .50, 60, ?0, and 90, weight ~ercent nickel . 

A~roximately ?0 - 90 grams of material was placed into the melting 

chamber of a non-consumable arc furnace . A tungsten electrode was used 

for the melting oneration, ca~ried out under 200 mm ~ressure of argon. 

Each charge was melted, inverted, and then remelted, until a total of 

four melting operations had been comoleted, in ord r to prevent any 

long range segregation. The nroduct was a button apnroximately 30mm. 

in diameter and 5-8mm thick. These buttons were hot rolled at 1000°C 

to a thickness of )mm. The surfaces of each sheet were cleaned by ~ick

ling in dilute hydrochloric acid and by abrasion using 600 grit silicon 

carbide ~olishing naner. The sheets were cold rolled to a thickness of 

an~roximately o.?5mm. 

The test specimens were obtained by cutting the sheets into 

nlatelets lcm x 1.5cm on a nrecision shear. A susnension hole was 

diilled in each pla.te . A hole diameter was selected so that the area 

removed equall ed the area introduced. The plates were then batch annealed 

64 
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in argon at slightly greater tha~ atmos~he ric nressure at 1050°0 for 

3 days . The argon was introduced to tha furnace assembly through glass 

columns containing ascarite and magnesium ~erchlorate . Zirconium plates 

were placed near the hot zone o! the annealing furnace to act a n 

-- oxygen getter. The annea: ling oneration eliminated any short range se

gregation and allowed the specimens to attain an equilibrium grain size . 

Prior to oxidation, the s~ecimens were metallogranhically polished 

following the ~rocedure suggested by Sam~els . 102 The nlates were mounted 

flat in bakelite and nolished through 240 , 320, 400, 600 grit silicon 

carbide using water as lubricant followed by final nolishing on selvyt 

cloths impregnated with 6 mi cron and lmicron diamond abrasive using kero

sene as lubricant . The kerosene was removed with netroleum ether, and 

the snecimens were stored in acetone . Immediately before an ernerimental 

test , the snecimens were dried, weighed to ± 2 micrograms, and the sur

face area was comouted by measuring the specimen dimensions with a micro-

meter. 

The chemical comoosition of the te t ~ecimens is giv.en in Table l. 

5. ) Oxidation ~paratus 

The an~aratus used for the oxidation tests io shown pict.orially 

in Fig. lO. A schematic illustration of the oxidation cell is given in 

Fig. ll . 

The vacuum system consisted of an oil diffusion pump backed by 

a two stage mechanical pump. A vacuum of 5 x l0~6mm o! mercur.y (Mc•Leod 

gauge ) could be achieved in the reaction tube. Liquid air tra~s were 

suitably nos· itioned to ~revent back diffusion of diffusion nump oil 

and to collect mercur.y from the Me Leod gauge and manometer. 
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TABLE I 

Chemical Analysis of 5-oecimena 

Snectrogranhic Analysis of Base Materials 

(in t>.p.m.) 

Al Cd Cr Co Cu Mg Mn Mo Si T1 v 

Fe •tr ••nd tr nd 10 JO tr tr 30 tr tr 

Ni 1.5 .5 0,6 400 44 J 4 1 82 10 1 

Chemical Analysis of Alloys 

•••Nominal co~oeition (wt%Ni) - 10 20 40 .50 60 70 90 
\ 

Actual composition (wt%Ni) - 10.2 19.7 41.0 50.1 60,4 10 • .5 90.0 

* trace 

•• not detected 

••• nominal comnosition used in text 



6? 

Fig.lO Oxidation A~naratus 
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The oxidation tests were carried out in flowing carbon dioxide-

carbon monoxide . Tbe ratios of the two gases were accurately controlled 

by metering the components with simole ca~illary flowmeters similar to 

55 thoc~ d~ pg~iba d by rk .n an~ GQ~r~ . These a~tboro have al~ o demon-

strated that linear flow rates should exceed annroximately o.6cm/sec 

in order to eliminate the undesirable effects of thermal segregation. 

With this in mind, the capillary dimensions for a suitable flow range 

were estimated, from the relation, 

5-1 

where.~ pis the pressure drap across canillary in ~/cm2, 1 the capil

lary length in em, gc is 980 cm/sec2, )l the gas viscosity in gm/cm-sec , 

D the ca~illary diameter in em, and V the velocity of the gas in cm/seco 

The flowmeters were calibrated by measuring the rate of disnlace-

ment of a soap film up a graduated cylinder. This method agrees quite 

well with other methods of calibration. The meters were calibrated with 

the respective gases , that is, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide. The 

calibration curves are sho\om in Fig.l2 . 

The carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide used in the te s ts were 

supnlied by the Matheson Co. and a tynical analysis is given in Table II. 

The gas cylinders were connected to the pyrex glass assemb~ through 

suitable pressure reduction gauges and needle valves via i inch copper 

tubing. The carbon dioxide passed through columns containing magnesium 

~erchlorate, reduced cOpner oxide at 400°C and activated alumina , the 

carbon monoxide thDough columns containing magnesium perchlorate and 
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FLOWMETER CALIBRATION 
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Fig.l2. 



TABLE II 

~ioQl Ana~s of C rbon Dioxide and C rbon Monoxide SuFpli d 

by 

Matheson Co. 

Carbon Monoxide: C. P. Grade, 99 . 5~ CO (Min.) 

co2 : 200 ~ .p.m. 

02: 20 "P· p.m. 

N2 : 75 p . p.m. 

Dew point: - 6o°F 

Carbon Dioxide: Bone Dry Grade, 99.95~ co2 (min) 

Dew ~oint: - )0°F 

oil content: < 5'Po'p.m. 
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ascarite. The gases were mixed in a 1 litre bulb ~acked with glass 

wool andwere directed through glass tubulation to an inlet at the 

bottom of the mullite reaction tube. At first, nreasure fluctuations 

in tha lin~s d ueed evere oscillation of the flowmeter manometers, 

however, this was corrected by ~lacing a canillary restriction and an 

oil damping ~ot between the meters and the furnace. Oscillations 

were reduced to j: lmm which was considered adequate . 

The furnace assembly consisted of a ZO inch Kanthal element 

imbedded in insulation which surrounded a li inch diameter mnllite 

reaction tube . The mullite tube was directly sealed to t~e pyrex tub-

ing. Power was suu~lied to the element by means of a Z500 V. A. trans

former . The temperature was controlled to Z zoe by a Phili~s temnera-

ture controller and chromel· alumel thermocouple, which activated a 

mercury relay in the su~~ly circuit . The control thermocouple was 

7Z 

located between the mullite tube and the Kanthal windings, and a measur-

ing thermocouple was ~laced in the same ~osition at the sam~le level. 

0 It was determined that a 6 C tem~erature difference existed between the 

s~ecimen and thermocou~le , and this was accounted for in the temnerature 

setting. The temperature variation in the hot zone was zoe over a dis-

tance of four inches . Variation in temoerature at the centre of the 

hot zone was less than t°C. It was exnerimentally verified that a linear 

gas flow rate of 0. 6cm/ sec at standard tem~erature and ~ressure did not 

affect the tem~eratu~e of the snecimen~ 

A schematic diagram of the oxidation cell is shown in Fig. ll. 

A calibrated s~ring was sus~ended from a glass winch by a nylon thread 

which passed th~ough two forks ~laced at right angles to each other. 
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The entire susnension could be centered in the cell by maninulation of 

these forks . The nolished snecimens were susnended from the s~ring by 

a 5 mil ~latinum wire. The entire asoembly could be raised or l owered 

in order to nosition the s~ecimen in the center of the hot zone . \leight 

gains were recorded as a function of time by following the extension o£ 

the snring, relative to a stationary marker, with a cathetometer. 

The snring was fabricated from 5 mil Ni - Snan - C wire by coil

ing it about a ~ inch stainleas steel rod and securely fast ening the ends . 

Ni - Soan - C is an age hardening alloy containing chromium, titanium, 

nickel and iron and exhibits a high elastic limit when in the hardened 

condition. Another f ature of this material concerns the temperature 

coefficient of exnansion. Depending on the age hardening temnerature 

selected, this coefficient may be made positive, negative or zero. There

fore, the coil was annealed in an argon atmosnhere for 4.5 hours at 1350°F, 

resulting in a snring with maximum mechanical properties and a zero co-

efficient of exnansion. The coefficient remains essentially constant 

over the temperature range 50 - 150~, and thus, eliminates the need for 

a constant temperature controlling devic0 in the spring compartment to 

comoensate for room temoerature fluctuations . 

The ~ring 1as calibrated by measuring its extension associated 

with the addition of short nichrome wires . Each nichrome wire weighed 

T 
auproximate~ 10 milligrams, and this weight was determined to 2 

micrograms on a Mettler micro balance. The resultant calibration curve 

is shown in Fig. l3 . The sensitivity of the snring is 36 mg/cm. The 

value remained constant throughout the course .of the investigation. 

In a tynical exneriment, a polished snecimen was sus~ended from 
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the s~ring, and the assembly was cou~led to the reaction tube by means 

of a ground glass joint. The a~naratus was evacuated with the mechan

ical ~umn, and the furnaco was adjusted to teat temnerature. The system 

waQ roturn d to atmoo~horic nressure after a ~etiod of one hour by fil

ling ttrith ni·trogen. Then the reaction gas, mixed in the ~roper !)r<mor

tions , flowed through the an~aratus for a minimum of one hour. The 

suring assembly was lowered with the glass winch until the snecimen was 

centered in the hot zone. Weight gains were recorded after 5 minutes 

in order to nllow steady state o be attained. Arter the test, the sneci

men was quickly raised to the cooler nortions of the tube in annroximately 

20 seconds, and allowed to cool to room te~erature in the flowing gas . 

The oxide surface was examined under the microscope, and then the s~eci

men was mounted vertically in e~oxy resin. The mount was then polished 

in cross section,in a manner similar to that used for surface nrenara

tion, and stored in a desiccator until required. 

5.4 Electron Probe Microanalysis 

No attempt will be made to describe the theory associated with 

nrobe mi·croanalysis . A com~lete descrintion may be had by refering to 

the text by L. s. Birks. 103 A ~hotogranh of the ~robe assembly is shown 

in Fig.l4. The an~aratus was designed by Dr. G. R. Purdy, faculty member , 

and constructed from a ?hilins EM-100 electron microscope by Mr. R. Walker , 

technician, Dent . of Metallurgy and Metallurgical Engineering. A 2 - 3 

mic~on diameter beam of electrons is focused on the surface of the sneci

men to be analized. The electrons are sufficiently energetic to generate 

cha racteristi c ~ra~iation from the elements ~resent . Snectrometers, at 

a take off angle of 50° from the horizontal ~lane of the s~ecimen. diffract 
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the r adiation of interest into nronortional gas counters. The intensity 

of the r adi at ion is then dis~layed by an electronic counter or a strip 

chart r ecorder. 

In ord r to use the ~robe for quantitati~e analysis it ia neces

oary that it be calibrated for the elements of interest. If standards 

containing a homogeneous distribution of the two elements in various 

kno\f.n ~roportions can be obtained, the calibration is relati~ely a 

simnle 'Process . SUch is the case for the iron-nickel sy'stem. The X-ray 

intensity from a given element, minus the background intensity, is 

directly proportional to the amount of the element present. The back

ground intensity is determined by counting with the ~~ectrometer set a 

f ew degrees off-~eak or, as in the case of iron-nickel, by setting the 

s~ectrometer for nickel and counting on ~ure iron. It is not sufficient 

to ~lot the observed intensity as a function of comoosition since this 

intensity will var,y from day to day. Therefore a relative intensity or 

an intensity ratio is plotted versus composition. A convenient ratio 

is obtained by using the observed intensity fDom an alloy, minus the 

background, and the intensity f r om the pure element of interest, minus 

background. Although characteristics of the probe may var,y, the inten

sity ratio will be constant for a given system. 

The ~robe was calibrated for iron-nickel alloys in the above 

manner. Small alloy plates 2mm square of knonl comnosition were mounted 

in bakelite with~ure iron and nickel. A thin film of carbon ~ras evapos.-

ated on the polished surface in order to make the mount conducting. In

tensity ratios we.re comnuted from an average of four determinations for 

alloys containing 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, and 90 wt. % Ni . The calibration 



curves are shown in Fig. l5 . 

The com~osition of an unknown snecimen may then be determined 

by co~aring the measured intensity ratio with the curves. Attempts 

\lere made to men Ul'IO thl'l dosrc o o nri ~hm nt of ni o ~o l in the motnl 

nhase at the metal- oxide interface end the concPntration gradients in 

the subscale region. The latter ~roved to be quite difficult due to 
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the close nroximity of the ~reci~itated oxide ~articles . The few results 

obtained are considered to be of qualitative value . As ' the investiga

tion became more advanced. it was noted that the density of internal 

~recinitates was quite low in a band adjacent to the metal- oxide inter

face . Therefore, the interface concentrations cou19- be more accurately~ 

d termined by remounting the gpecimens flat and polishing through the 

external ecale on a ver.1 low angle tan.er section . The metal- oxide inter

f a ce is thus enlarged and a~~ears free of ~recinitation. T~e results 

wer more easily obtained and are considered to be more accurate than 

the ~revious method. 

5 . 5 .... R<:Jy Di ffraction 

~ray powder diffraction techniques were emnloyed for the ~urpose 

of nhase identification on a number of snecimens. The ~hases ~n the re

mainder of the alloys were determined metallogranhically . 

~ray powder diffraction natterns were obtained using both large 

and small Debye - Scherrer cameras in conjunction with a Phili~s X-ray 

generator. Iron filtered cobalt radiation was used in all cases . Oxide 

was mechanically removed from the specimens end ground .with an agate 

nestle and mortar. A base coat nailnolish was added to the powder and, 

just prior to setting, a quartz rod was inserted into the viscous mixture 
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nd lowly withdrawn . This-nroduc d an apnroximately 0.2- o.umm dia

meter filament of' oxide -pot·Jder on the tip of the rod. The filamento 

u ro driod anC. mounted in the X-:ray cameras • 

.5.6 0. _lJ,_. •• or-oholo ' 

80 

Th snecimens w~re examined and nhotogra~hed using etandard 

metallogranhic techniques . In several cases, the rates of scale growth 

and subscale penetration war~ 'determined. These results were obtained 

by measuring the thickn0ss of the scales and subscales as functions of 

time using a calibrated filar eycnicce ~iith a. Reichert metallograph at 

a suitable magnification. Unfortunat~~p the scale-gas and subscale

alloy interfaces were quite rugged and, ther~fore, these measurements 

wer confined to nlanar regions of the interfaces. 



CEAPTE:l VI 

6.1 Introduction 

The data obtained fret: the variou~J exoerim~ntal t ste \'!ill be 

~resented in this section in the usual canner, that is, in the foro of 

gra"Ohs, tables and ~hotomicrogra"OhGo Ui h the exce"Otion of tvo e:xperimenta 

at 900° and 950°0, all testa \lore carried out at 1000°0. 

6.2 . idntion Kinetics 

The kinetic data, obtained by recording the increase in S"Oecioen 

t·r ight ao a function of time, are illustrated gra"Ohically in ""'igs. 16 to 

27 for th materialr3 investigated. In all cases, the \il i ght gains are 

expr ased in mg/ cm2 and the tioe is in hours. The s"Oecimen. con"Oositions 

and the exoerimental conditions are indicated on the granhs. The alloy 

concentrations ar in t-reight -per cent and the gas comoosi tions are eX!=Jressed 

in volume ~er cent, carbon dioxide/ volume ~er cent carbon monoxide. The 

results for the iron - 30% nickel alloy, oxidized at 900~ and 950°0 in a 

50% carbon dio~ide atmoo"Ohere, are shown in Fig.21. The total gas press

ure wao 1 atmoe~here n all tests, 

It is ~arent that the data for the 20, 30, and 40% nickel alloys 

are best described by straight lines, exce-pting the initial "OOrtions of 

the curveoo In some instances, as in the case of "Oure iron, iron - 10% 

nickel, and iron - 5o% nickel, linear behaviour is obs rved over a limited 

range of the data. Th linear regions are indicated on the gra"Ohs . The 

rate constants ~ere determined from the slO"Oes of the best straight lines 
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drn~n through the exoerimental ~oints, and are renorted in Table IIIG 

S vero.l teste ,.,ere reneated in order to determine the re-oroduci bili ty of 

he dnta.. T~c av rage vnlu c for these rate eonstanto are included in 

th· tublo.. Thu -poor ot r nroducibility t11o.c acoooi tod tdth the iron-

30% nickol alloy oxidiz d in 50% carbon dioxideo Fro~ these curves, the 

error in the linear rate constant was comouted to be ~12% from the aver

._.gc . ':' ereforo, for singular tests, the rate constant ·tms assumed to be 

the average value, and a~ 12~ error imit uas a-o-olied to this valueo 

T.a inetic data for -oure iron, iron - 10% n ckel, and iron -

50% nickel n-o-oroached -oara·olic be~~viour after a period of linear oxida

tion.. ~he scale thickneoseo were leco than 100 microns before this trano-

itionw The iron- 60% nickel alloy, oxidized in carbon dioxide, did not 

exhibit linear behaviour and the data for thio alloy in 70% carbon dioxide 

could be described by both a linear and -oarabolic rate law for the eXperi

nental test tine .. 

mhe linear rate constant for the iron - 50% nickel alloy oxidized 

.:.n carbon dioxide tras eotinated from the initial 'Portion of the urve on 

the b:u::is of a log - log -olot .. '2he bost straight line wao dra'lm through 

the -points uhich gave an ex-ponent clonest to uni tyo For th -ooints in

dice. ted, this e:ltl"onent "'as o.,85. 

The reaction kinetics for alloyo containing more than 60% nickel 

u re not determined" 

':'hroughout the course of the kinetic investigation 9 it ~ms deter

nined that the s'Oring target could be consiotently read to ~ Oo03mm on 

the cathetometer scale o Since the force ~onstant of the s-oring \·ras ).6 

mg/om, the error aosociated with any exoerimental -ooint is a~-oroximately 
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T!J3LE I!I 

Linear ~tc Con2~~nts 
...,. 

Allov G,.,z Cornosi tion ~-L 

( c1_ T 
t1 • f>-' ) C02/CO) (L:1.gj c::12-hr) 

Fe 50o50 5.60 t oG68 

2-.,e 70/30 4.2 !" 1.72 

Po C02 3LO 

e C02 27.2 

c..v rc..gc 29.1 ± 3.50 

10% 50/50 0.5 ~ 0.06 

10% 70/30 3.1 ~ 0.37 

10~ C02 8.0 !" 0.96 

20% 50/50 0.39 ±- 0.05 

20% 60/40 0.56 !: 0.07 

20~$ 70/30 0.72 ~ 0.09 

20% 80/20 0.87 t 0.10 

20~ C02 1.10 

20~ C02 lo24 

20~ C02 L17 

ave ag 1.17 : 0.14 

30;j 50/50 0.27 

30% 50/50 0.21 

30% 50/50 0.19 

30% 50/50 0.19 

ave-ag 0.2 + 0.03 
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TABLE III 

(Cont 1d) 

Linear L~ta Co.etants 

KL 

(C02/CO) (mg/cm2-hr) 

30% ?0/30 0.5? ~ 0.0? 

30;~ COz 0.93 

30% COz 1.06 

average: 0.99 :t 0.12 

305b(90 ° ) 50/50 O.OhJ ± 0.005 

30~ 95 °C) 50/50 o.o8 ! 0.01 

4o% 50/50 0.0? ± 0.01 

4o% ?J/.30 0.39 ! 0.05 

40% co2 o. ?5 .r 0.09 

50% ?0/30 0.18 ~ 0 02 

5o% C02 o.61 1" o.o? 



0.03mg/cm2 foT s~ecimens having.about 3.5cn2 curface area. 

6.3 O~ide Structure 
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r::::o o::d.i.c ctructuroo \JC!"C dotc:r:::Jinod by a combination of ooticc.l 

a tion tests, an external scale a::1d a :::ubscale t-I~re formed. 

The scales for~ed on n~e iron and alloys containing u~ to 40% 

nickel consisted ent rely of t1Ustite with the excention of alloys con

taining aoand40% nickel oxidized in carbon dioLide. These ~coles con

tained n ..:.cinates of magnetite, aa sho1:m in Figs. 28 r-l.hd2j. The cubocales 

were tmsti tc in all cases. The scales on t~e iron - 50% nickel alloy 

oxidized in 70% carbon dioxide and carbon dioxide 't:ere m1sti te. \1ith a :un

ifor:n 'Precinitation of magnetite, es illustrated in Fig.JO and 31. The 

an'Pearance of magnetite is believed to be a result of the deco~osition 

of \·rusti te on cooling to room tenmerature. The external scale on the 6o% 

nickel alloy oxidized in carbon dioxide was magnetite. The subscale con

sisted of magnetite near the alloy - oxide interface, and trustite in the 

interior of the alloy senarated by a region of ~!Ustite containing nrecipi

tated magnetite. The external scale on this alloy oxidized in ?O% carbon 

dioxide consisted of \>JUst! te nlus nrecini tated magnetite, sicilar to the 

50% nickal alloy sho~m in Figo)O. The ocale and subscale of a 70% nickel 

alloy o~idized in ca rbon dioxide consisted of a nickel b aring s~inel, 

determined by comoaring the lattice nararneter with data renorted in refer

ence 79 . The scale on a 90% nickel alloy o~~dized in carbon dioxide was 

nickel monoxide, and the subscale uas not identified. 

T~e scale structures on the materials inuestigated are summarized 

in Table IV. 
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••• ·.·,.,. # ""t ·~ · .. . ... ..... 

·g.28 • c- 30% i o.i :zed for 24 hr. in co2• Etched in 2% nital. 210X 

. ,ig.29. Fo~4o%~ oxid zed for 24 hrs . in C02• Etched in 2% nit 1. 210X 
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for 24 hrso in C02. ~tched n 2% nitnlo 210X 

Etched ·n 2% nital. 78 X 
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TABLE IV 

Oxide Structures 

The scalea and subsca les on ~ure iron and the iron - 10% and 20% 

nickel alloys were wustite in all gas comnoaitionso The following table 

summarizes structures for ~lloys conts.ining greater than 2Cf,h nickel . 

Alloy Gas Col'!tooai tion Oxide Struc ture 
(\tt .%£a ) C02/CO Subacale Scale 

30% 50/50 FeO FeO 

30% 70/30 FeO FeO .... Fe304T>"pte 

40% 50/50 · FeO FeO 

40% 70/30 FeO FeO 

40% C02 FeO FeO - ""e304ppte 

50% 70/30 FeO Fe O- Fe304ppte 

50% C02 FeO - Fe304Pl'te FeO .... Fe3o4pJ>te 

6o% 70/30 FeO FeO - Fe3o4'P'Pte 

6o% C02 FeO - Fe304 ""e304 

70% C02 NixFeJ-xe4 N1xFeJ-:xo4 

90% co2 NiO 

X- Bay Diffraction Data 

Alloy Gas Comnosi tion Oxide a 
0 

(wt. %Ni) (C02/CO) (Scale) 
0 

(A) 

20% C02 FeO 4.30 



Alloy 

(,'1t.%Ni) 

40% 

6o% 

6o'% 

?O% 

TABLE IV 

(Cont 1El) 

X - Ray Diffraction Data 

G a Oomnosi ti on 

(C~/CO) 

c~ 

?0/30 

O;,cid~ 

(Scale) 

FeO 

95 

4.)0 

FeO - Fe;04"P'Pte 4.29- 8.39 

FeO - Fe304'PT>te 4.29 - 8.42 

Fe304 

NixFe;_2o4 

N10 

8.39 

8.)? 

4.19 



6.4 Oxide Mo~hology 

A ~hoto microgra~h of the surface tonogranhy tynical of the scales 

formed on all materials in all gas comoositions is shown in Fig.'J2. It 

can be s en that the oxide - gas interface is rugged, and that the scale 

a~~ears to grow macrosconically in a direction neroendicular to the epeci

men ~~rface but microscouically in crystallogra~hic directions as indicated 

by the steps and facets in the microgranh. 

In cross section , the scales formed on alloys containing un to 

50% nickel ap~ear to be comoact and nearly nore free. Any norosity in the 

acales is nrobably a result of the mechanism of scale growth. It is con~

eivable that two adjacent sten ledges, advancing towards .each other, may 

n roject out from the oxide surface , meet , and coalesce . A nore would 

result below the oxide bridge . Oxide scales are susentible to snalling 

and severe cracking on cooling for alloys containing more than 50% nickol. 

An example of this behaviour is shown in Fig.)Jo In all case~ the metal

oxide interface is nlanar except in regions where subscale narticles have 

coalesced with the external scale . 

An interesting effect was noted when the specimens were metallo

granhically polished on silicon carbide naners using water as a lubricant . 

In most cases , the scales a~neared to be extremely -porous as in Fig. )4; how

:en!I· ·. they;-~ essentially ~ore free as in Fig. 35, when kerosene was used 

as a lubricant . The scales were severely etched in aqueous ferric chloride 

and remained pore free , indicating that the 'POlishing action did not in

volve a surface effect . Subsequently all metallogra~hic polishing was done 

using kerosene as a lubricant . 
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Fig.J2. Typical oxide surface topogra~hy. Fe-20%Ni oxidized for 24 hrs 

in C62 ~ 200X 

• • 

Fig.JJ. &called oxide. Fe-?O%Ni oxidized for 48 hrs. in co2• JJOX 
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Fig.34. Wustite polished on 600 grit SiC using H2o as lubricant. 300X 

Fig.JS. Wustite polished on 600 grit SiC using kerosene as lubricant. 300X 
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The particle size of the subscale oxide decreasos as the nickel 

content of the alloy increases for a given gas composition, as shown in 

F1e.36,28,29 ,)0 , In fact, the subscale oxide in the iron - 10% nickel 

n lloy oxidized in ca~bon dioxide io the continuous ~haae, aa ahown in 

Fi g.37. Then, a gradual increase in oize occurs when the comuosition 

exce eds 60% nickel, however, a sninel oxide constitutes the subscale- in 

t hes e cases. The ~article size across a given subscale is reasonably 

uniform excent in the vicinity of the subscale - alloy interface . For a 

given alloy , the subscale ~recinitation increases as the carbon dioxide 

composition of the gas nhase increases, as illustrated by comparing Fig&.38 

Rnd 28 . In severely oxidized s~eoimens a band adj oent to the meta l -

oxide interface appears containing a low concentration of oxide ~article s. 

This band is readily e~~arent in Fig.37. 

There is a definite tendency for subscale oxide to nrecinitate at 

grain boundaries as can be seen in the photomicrogra~hs already ~re sent ed. 

The effect becomes more ~ronounced relative to the lattice nrecinitation 

with increasing nickel concentration and lower carbon dioxide contents in 

th~ gas ~hase. At nickel concentrations greater than 60%, a reversal 

occurs as in shown in Fig.JJ. No tendency for boundary precinitation was 

obsevPd in the 90% nickel alloy. The grain boundary oxide is continuous, 

excent a t regions near the n~netration front. As shown in Fig.39, the oxide 

nuclea t es in the boundary ahead of the advancing ti~ and grows until it 

_coa l esces with the tin forming a continuous boundary film . In all s~eci

mens , there is a region of lattice ~recinitation adjacent to the boundary 

oxide and ahead of the advancing subscale . front. 

There is also the problem of the a~parent porosity in the subscale 
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Fig.)6. Fe-20%N1 oxidized for 24 hrs. in co2• Etched in 2%nital. 2lOX 

Fig.)?. Fe-lO%Ni oxidized for 6 hrs. in co2• Etched in 2% nital. 465X 
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Nucleation of grain boundar.y oxide. Fe-JO~Ni oxidized for )0 hrs. 

in SO~ COz. S80X 
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oxide. This a~~ears to be a result of the mechanical polishing o~eration 7 

a.s shown in Figs.lJ.O(a) and 40(b). After diamond polishing for 30 seconds , 

a few pores are visible. Examination of the same area after a 4 minute 

polishing period, demonstrates that the amount of norosity has increased 

considerably. It is concluded that both subscales and extel!nal scales 

are relatively !)Ore free, and any real porosity does not influence the 

reaction mechanisms. 

6.5 Oxide Growth Rates 

The rates of external scale growth and subscale and grain boundary 

penetration were determined for several alloys in order to establish the 

time de~endence of the processes and to obtain an order of magnitude for 

subsca.le and grain 'boundary -penetration rates. Thickness measurements were 
\ 

made about the periphery of a s:oecimen. Complications arose in the alloys 

which had been oxidized in carbon dioxide due to the rugged nature of the 

oxide - gas and subscale - alloy interfaces. In these cases, measurements 

were taken at ~lanar regions of the scale and at subscale regions between 

grain boundary sites. These results are shown granhically in Figs.lJ.l to 

46. The noints on the gra~h renresent the average value; and the errors 

were determine~ from the standard deviation. 

In all cases, the subscale penetration rates followed a parabolic 

time de,endence, with the exception of the 10% nickel alloy oxidized in 

carbon dioxide. The grain boundary nrecinita.tion front also followed a 

narabolic time de"Oendence for the t~o cases investigated. The rate cons-

tants for these determinations are given in Table V. The scales thickened 

at a linear rate for iron-20% and 30% nickel alloys oxidized in 50% carbon 

dioxide, but at a pa~abolic rate for 10% and 30% nickel alloys oxidized 
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F1g.40(a) , Subscale region mechanically nolished for JO seconds withlmicron 

diamond ~aste. Fe-20%Ni oxidized for 24 hrs. in co2• ~65X 

Fig.40(b) . Subscale region mechanically nolished for 4 minutes with lmicron 

diamond paste. Fe-20%Ni oxidized for 24 hrs. in co2• 465X 
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TABLE V 

Subocnl e and Grein ~oundary Penetrati on Rates 

Gas C0mnosition Kn( subsca l e ) Kn( grain boundary ) 

C02/CO cm2fsec cm2/sec 

50/50 

50/50 

C02 

6.1 x 1o-11 

· '4 . 7 x lo-11 

2 x lo-9 

8.1 x lo-9 

1.1 X 10-8 
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in carbon dioxide. No exnlanation can be given for the different results 

on scale growth rates. 

Oxide growth kinetic::; were determined for a few a.lloys only, how

ever, it may be stated. qualitatively tr.at the scale growth and subscale 

~enetration rates decrease with an increase in nickel content; the grain 

boundary -oenetration rates gradually increase for up to 50% nickel add.i tiona . 

6.6 Electron Probe Microa nalyses 

Attemots were made to determine the concentration gradients in the 

subscale region and unoxidized metal. The results obtained are not relia-

ble in a quantitative ~ense. The main difficulty associated with these 

measurements occurs as a result of the close -oroximity of the subscale 

oxide -oarti ~les. It was virtually impossible to cross the subscale with

out the electron beam being ato-o oxide narticles for less than 75% of the 

time. The same -oroblems are encountered in ~oint counting. The results 

of three traverses are given in Fig.47. Em-ohasis is -olaced on the nickel 

sca ns for the following reason. On traversing from the alloy interior to 

the alloy - scale interface, the only contribution to an increase in X- ray 

intensi-'cy ~Jill be dUE! to nickel enrichment in the metal nhase . If the beam 

crosses an oxide nrecinitate, the intensity will fall to background, since 

ni ckel has a very low solubility in the oxide. Scanning the subscale re

eults in neaks and valleys in the intensity curve, and the only solution 

is to join ~he 1Jeaks with a smooth curve. The situation is different for 

iron since crossing the oxide may result :.n an increase or decrease in 

intensity denending on the iron concentration in the metal nhase . Further-

more, the intensity will decrease if the electron beam traverses a hole 

in the subscale region. As a result, the iron scan is more difficult t o 

analyse. The nickel gradients at the subscale - alloy interface are 

\ 
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stee-p for alloys with annrecie.ble subsca le deve lonment , e.s shotm for the 

iron 20% end iron - 30% nickel alloys in Fig.47 , comnered to gradients in 

mat~ri als with smaller amounts of nrecinitetion as illustrated by the iron -

50% nick 1 alloy . The ~oasibility exiots thAt thcro may be otaep ~radientc 

at ach uarticle in the subscale which cannot be detected, end the scans 

only r emresont e.n averaging effect . Nicke l gradients \·rere always detected 

in r egions in which there were oxide precinitates adjacent to the grain 

boundary oxide. Negligible gradients were detected in alloy regions where 

there t>ms no nreci-pitation, at either the subscale - alloy or grain bound

ary oxide - alloy interfaces. No gradients could be detected in the sub

s cale alloy nhase when traver~ing in a direction nara lle l to the surface . 

The nickel concentrations at the metal - oxide interface could b . 

readily obtained from the taner sections described in the nrevi ous cha~ter~ 

Th~se values were obtained by point counting at different areas. Eight 

to ten readings were taken at each area and the acrerage obtained are re

norted in Table VI for the alloys investigatedo The values were r euroduc

ible to :r 2% nickel. The errors renorted were determined from the arithi

meti c deviation from the mean. 

It is of interest to know if the interface comnositions vary as . 

a function of time for given exnerimental conditions. As can be seen in 

Table VI , after an initial neriod , a constant value is attained for at 

l eas t the two cases investigatedo These observations are considered rep

resentative of al l exnerimental tests. The surface concentrations are 

imnossible to determine for shott times since the enrichment layer below 

the surface is so thin that the analysis.would give some average value as 

a result of electron ~enetration into the snecimen . 
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TA:::LE VI 

tJ ~:~ rn~ ? robe Microanalye:a : Interface Concentrationo 

Allov Gas Com'T"osi ti on Oxidation Time Average Concentra tion 

(t,;t. ;f,!U ) (C02/CO) (hrs ) (ut . % a) 

10~ ?0/30 14.5 40 

10% C02 6 48.? 

20~ 50/50 24 38 

20~ I 60/40 30 51 

201 I ?0/30 24 52.5 

20% 80/20 30 .53.2 

20% C02 21 55.9 

20% C02 24 55.4 

30% 50/50 J 45 .5 

30% 50/50 6 50.2 

30% 50/50 12 48 

30% 50/50 30 49.5 

30% ?0/30 24 57 

30% COz 12 65.6 

'Jod .) ? co2 24 68.1 

40$b 50/50 24 60oJ 

4o-% 20/30 24 6_5.5 

4o% C02 24 ?5.2 

.so% ?0/30 24 69 

50% co2 24 ?9.9 



DI SCUSSIO: 

7ol Introduction 

T~e use of carbon dio~idc - carbon monoxide atmos~heres facilitated 

the adjustment of oxyg~n ~otentials to values below the dissociation nreo-

cures of the higher oxides of iron. This lead to the for~ation of wustite 

ac the solo r action ~roduct for alloy~ containing 0-50% nickol . Since 

6 2 0 50 the diffusivity of iron in tro.stite is large, 5 x 10- em /sec nt 1000 C, 

and nickel behaveo as a noble element, the conditions are such that a non-

~lanar interface ~-Y develooe in accordance with the nreviouoly discussed 

\•Jagner niechsnisLl} l 

However, linear ·oxidation kinetics were observed for long exoosures . 

In all cases , oxygen dissolved in the metal nhace and subsequently diffused 

int o the interior resulting in the nrecinitation of internal oxide. There-

fore, the basic aosum~tions of the \'lagner model are violated, namely, that 

d.ffusion in t he alloy nr~oe is rate controlling, and that oxygen migra

tio~ is confined to nlastic flow of the oxide.31 Thus, this me chanism 

d finitely doeo not annly to oxidation of iron - nickel alloys under the 

nresent ezncrimental conditions. 

The oxidati on mechanism of iron - nickel alloys in carbon dioxide -

carbon monoxide atmospheres is com~licated by the number of nrocesses which 

occur at the reaction temperatureo Iron is selectively oxidized and den-

lotcd at tho metal - oxide interface. The scale thickens · by diffusion of 

iron iono to the oxid - gao intorface ~;rhore r eaction ~ri th adsorbed oxygen 

takes ~lace . Since. the total u~take of oxygen is directly nr~ortional 

112 
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to tine, a cheoisorotion r action is rate eontrolline. ~1stification 

vill be 'Or conted for thio vi~t·m oint. 

~rthorrnore, the a_loyo oxidi zed internally. Since tee diffuc-

1 ty of tt~tygon in \"{UGtite io n .:;lisiblo, th o:1tye;on cup~ly crie;inQ. tod 

froc t he dissociation of oxide at the metal - oxide interface. Concequent-

ly, the linear reaction rates and the internal oxidation phenomena 'l:lill 

be discuosed in senarate oections in terms of the theory nreviouoly ~re-

oent ed and other ~ertinent data . 

7.2 Linear ~!cation Kineti cs 

7.2.1 General Discussion 

It is an-parent froc the kinetic results that the linear rate curves 

do not extra~olnte to the origin. The data for nure iron and the iron - 10% 

' nickel alloy indicated an induction period before the onset of linear rates . 

In ach caoe, linear behaviour occurred after a " eight gain of awroximately 

8- 12 mg/cm2• The other alloys oxidized at decreasing rates before onset 

of linear kinetics . In vi«m of the number of "Processes occurring in the 

early stages of the reaction, an atteo'Pt is not made to account for the 

initial reaction rates deviating from linear behaviour. These charactor-

istics have been observed nreviously for the oxidation kinetics of iron 

in carbon d~oxide atmos"Pheres68 · 7°. 

~hen deviations occur following linear kinetics, the rates a~~roach 

~c:~bolic kinetics, Figs. 16 to 19. Relatively thick scolos were observed 

on ~ure iron and thelo% nickel alloy, Fig. 4a For these cases, it is as-

sumed that diffusion of iron ions through the thick wustite scales become 

?0 68 -
the rat controlling reaction step. Smel~zer and Pettit have demon-

otrated that the transition from linear to parabolic oxidation kineti cs 
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ig. 49 . Mecb.:l::.ical failure of the o:xid c le: Fe- 30%Ni oxidized for 24 hrs . 

in C02• 300X 
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for iron is acso iated \IJit the transit on froo a chemisorption reaction 

to a reaction govern d by ffus on of iron in wustite . 

~Jo add tional fa ctors may account for the transition f om linear 

to ~~r bolic ox1 ation netic who ~ • 1nt ~n 1 ~1 1 rel tively thin. 

irst. diffusion in the alloy nhasc nay nloy a ~redominant role . or 

~amnle. it is suggested that i on d_ffusion in the 50% nick~l alloy nlays 

a n~ eminent role during ~araboli c oxidation in carbon dioxid Fig.25. 

Secondly , a di ferent oxide may be fo~~~d. in which diffusion rates are 

much slot1cr than in \orusti te. For exanmle, iron diffusion in magnet te is 

-~· 10 t'mes less ran d than in wustite . Accordingly, the nar3bolic g~owth 

of t e sninel oxid observ d on the 6o% nickel alloy ox'dized in carbon 

d ox de , Fig. 26, may be aosociat d t·1ith this behaviour . 

mhorC?J \Jere excentions to thcs observations for alloys containing 

20% and 30% nickel oxidize· in carbon dioxide . In six out of ,ven tests , 

t e oxidation rates gradually increased after linear oxidation. Examina-

tion of an iron 30% ni ckel alloy illustrat~d that the scale \ms detached 

from the metal nhas at various nositi ons along the alloy - oxide inter-

face. A new oxide layer was fo_med on these exposed areas, Fig. 49. Ace-

ordingly , the rate increases are associated with mechani c&l failure of the 

oxide ocalc and subsequent oxidation of the exnosed areas . 

It ohould be mentioned that linear reaction rates \10Uld be observed 

if steady state diffusion through a resistance la~r~rorsant thicpness, 

ither n the s olid phase or the gas uhase , is rate controlling. solid 

nhase layer can be eliminated since regions of constant external scale or 

internal subsc le thicknesses were not observed . Diffusion of the oxidiz-

ing gas through a boundary layer film adjacent to the oxide surface is the 
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other rate controlling 'OOssibility. .ssuming that the~ rate of trans'Oort 

of carbon dioxide gas acrose a bounda~ layer film was rate controlling, 

the calculated rate of oxidation for "''tlre iron ~:ras a'Onroximotely ; o times 

grontor thnn tho obocrved rate. Since the values uued in thio calculation 

are annroximately of the same order of oe.gnitude for iron - nickel alloys, 

the above result anplies to oxidation of the alloys . D~tails of the cal- · 

culat on are given in An"'endix lo 

mhe nossibility of gaseous diffusion determining the reaction rate 

cay be checled by determining the activation energy for oxidation. Tho 

rrh nius temneratur coefficient for the oxidation of .an iro 30~ nickel 

lloy in a so% carbon dioxide ntmosnhcre was determined by -plotting the 

log8rithmn of the rate constants for the temoecatures of 900°, 950° , and 

0 
1000 C versus the re cinrocal of the aboolute temoerature . This "'lot is 

shot-m in F g . 50 . An activation energy of 1 - 3 kce.l . would be eX'Oocted 

for a gaseous diffusion ~roccss, whereas a value of 21 kcal . is !found 

x-ooricentally . Gas diffusion, therefore, does not act as a rate determin-

ng sten in the oxidation mechanism. 

?.2.2 . Oxidation Rate as a Function of Gas Comnosition 

The linear rates may no~;T be discussed in terms of the oxidation 

model "'resented in the theoretical cha'Oter. Equation 4 - 10 t·ras derived 

on tha basis that a chemisorntion reaction determined the oxidation rate . 

Therefore , the prO"' Osed me chanism can be v~rified if nlots of KL versus 

(1 - a 0 eq/a0g) Pco satisfy the data . Since it ~as shown that this exnres-
2 

sion is equivalent to equation 3 - 16 of Smeltzer, equation 3 - 9 of 

Pettit et a1 . , and oquation 3 - 21 of Turkdogen, exnerimental values of 

crsus Pco should obey a 1 near rele.tionahi~ . 
2 

In this. Wa1f , th datD. 
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Fig.SO . Arrhenius temnerature coefficient for the oxidation of an Fe-30% 

Ni alloy in 50% COz . 
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may b ~resented in the simol st form. 

The r sulto are shown in :!i'igs. '51 and 52 for "Pure iron and iron -

10% nickel, and iron - 20, JO, 40, 50% nickel alloyo. Th~ dioaociation 

pre sures :ror tUst1 t equ:l.li rat Cl ..,,1 t iron ... niqk~l. ll<:~ye ,,~ro t 1; n 

from the r sults of Roeder and Smeltzer95 and Brya~t and Smeltzer104• 

These investigators utilized electroch oical measurements on solid gal-

vanic c lls to determin the activity of oxygen in wustite equilibrate 

with alloys containing un to So% nickel . The results can be described by 

he eoretical quation ith the excention of the results for the iron -

10% n ckel alloy . The deviations of the kinetic results for this alloy 

from the theoretical equation may be caused nartially.by the inaccurate 

valuations of the lin ar rate constants. Furthermore, the subscale for 

snecimens oxidized in carbon dioxide \tas a continuous nhase which would 

comnlicate the oxidation nrocess, Fig.J?. 

The value for the oxygen activity in the gas nhas in equilibrium 

t1ith ~rustite, a 0 , annears in equation 4 - 10. This term is quivalent 

to Pc
02

1 
in equation 3 - 16 and equation 3 - 9. For wustite scales on 

nure iron, the equilibrium value is assumed to be given by the diesociation 

nressure of \-TUstite in equilibrium \-Tith the metal nhase, since it is argued 

that there is no iron concentration gradient across the oxide , \ihen oxida

tion is determined by the slo,., chemisorotion rate determining sten. 68• ?O 

Comnlicntions arise when the same annroach is taken for iron - nickel alloys . 

It is annarent from the el ctron ~robe data that the nickel concen-

tration increases from the initial bulk content to a higher value at the 

interface,Table VI . When the dissociation pressures of rustite in equili-

b ium with alloys characteristic of these increased concentrations ar 
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used for a 0 , the required linear rclationshins between KL and 

( 1 - ""o / .:t3 ) P 002 are not obtained. Good agreement is obtained only 

when the dissociation ~res surec for the alloys containing the bulk nickel 

oono ntr tion ~~a ucod for v • 

It can be seen from Fig.51 and 52 that the lines extrapolated to 

the abscissa, representing the equilibrium oxygen activities between the 

1 alloy and wustite phases , intersecting this axis at the equilibrium Pco2 
values for nure iron and for the iron - 20, 30, 40 and 50% nickel alloys. 

In the case of the 5o% nicke l alloy, the line intersects the axis at a value 

between that given by references 95 and 104. It apnears then that although 

metal is enriched at the metal - oxide interface , the rate of oxygen uptake 

at the oxide - gas interface is determined by the initial bulk concentra

tion of the alloy and the partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the gas 

nhase . 

These findings demonstrate that the comnosition of the oxide at 

the oxide - gas interface does not significantly alter from the comnosition 

of the oxide formed during the initial stages of the reaction. As sho\~ 

in Fig.8, iron can be su~plied to the external scale from the metal sur-

face and from the alloy interior via diffusion in the grain boundary oxide . 

Therefore, the sup~ly of iron is ra~id enough to maintain gas decomnosi

tion control ov.ring to the ranid diffusivity of iron in v.:usti te . 5° 

However, in order for local equilibrium conditions to apply at the 

scale - metal interface where the metal nhase is of enriched nickel con-

centration, it is ne cessary that nickel diffuse into the scale . Since the 

solubility of nickel in wustite is less than 2 atomic "Oer cent , the dif-

fusiV.ity of nickel ions may be small making it difficult for the oxide to 

· equilibrate with the alloy ~base across the entire 
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scale. 105 This is comoatible with the results of ifagner concerning the 

reduction of chromium dooed wustite. In this case chromium was enriched 

in the oxide at the metal - oxide interface. In a · rebent ~inve s ti~at ion; v 

Wood has determinedtlrat iron diffused further than nickel in iron oxides 

106 
formed on stainless steels. Therefore, it is ~ossible that a stee~ 

nickel gradient mey exist in wustite at the metal oxide interface. The 

com~osition at the outer oxide surface would not alter from the initial 

value to a measurable degree . 

In this resnect, it was noted that the microhardnesses of the 

intennal oxide precinitates and the external scale were different as shown 

in ig.53. Oxide ~recinitates in the subscale regions exhibited smaller 

hardness values. If nickel solution in the oxid~ increased its 1 ~lasticity, 

these measurements indicate a deficit of nickel in the exter nal scale. It 

was not ~ossible to determine the nickel concP.ntrations in the scale with 

the electron ~robe since intensity measurements were of the same order of 

magnitude a's background. Scans across a number of scales did not r eveal 

concentration gradients, with respect to both iron and nickel . 

Hence , one can only conclude that the dissociation ~ressure for 

wustite equilibrated with the alloy of initial nickel concentration is a 

good apnroxim~tion in equation 4- l~in view of the exnerimental agre ement. 

Magnetite nrecinitated in the wustite scales u~on quenching the 

snecimens from the reaction temoe2ature. These findings indicate an oxygen 

gradient in the intennal scale. If the entire scale was in equilibrium 

with the alloy , magnetite would not be exoected to nrec1~1tate on quench-

ing, since the scale comoositi on would be given by the tie line connect-

ing the alloy com~osition with the wustite nhase field. In order for 
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Fig.5J. Mi crohardness of external and internal oxide. Fe-20%Ni oxidized 

for 24 hrs. in COz. 465X. 
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magnetite to ~recipitate , the scale comnosition would be given by a ~oint 

at the wustite - magnetite nhase boundary. Accordingly , the curvature of 

the wustite - magneti t e nhase boundar,y surface in the ternary system must 

bo di nlacod towards higher iron concentrations ot lower temnoraturo~ to 

the extent that the two nhase region , wustite - magnetite, is entered on 

cooling. 

7. 2. ) . Oxidation P~te as a Function of Nickel Concentration 

The oxidati on rate de~endence on the initial alloy nickel concen-

tration is shown i n Fig .54 . The magnitude of the l inear oxidation rate 

constant decreases with increasing nickel contents in the alloys . If the 

~osi tive hole concentration , [ (±) J , in, wusti te was· known as a function 

of iron concentrati on in the alloy -phase , and e v ' the fraction of vacant 

o~gen sites on wustite , was known as a function of oxide and gas composi~ 

tion, the observed kinetics could be discussed in terms of the general equ-

ation 4 - 9 on a quanti t ative basis . Since these r elationships are unknown, 

one can only comment on the sbane of the curves which would be generated 

by this e~ressi on . 

If wustite is equilibrated with pur e iron , one can ~rite , 

Fe ;- 2 0 + Fe 0 : nil 7- 1 

and 

7- 2 

Iron ntckel- a lloys exhibit nearly ideal behavi our and a similar equili-

brium exnression would be exPected for the equilibration of wustite with 

iron - nickel alloys . Substitution for the nositive hole concentration 
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in the general equation 4 - 9-would yield on exnression of the form, 

[ 
a.eq J 1 - 0 

~ 
0 

7-) 

If one assumes that the individual reaction rate constants, the 

equilibrium constant, X, and the fraction of vacant oxygen adsorption sites 

are constants independent of nickel concentration in the alloys, plots of 

KL versus alloy concentration for each gas comnosition yield a family of 

curv~s of the same form as those ahown in Fig. 54. D~snite this feature, 

a'T),.,Hcation of equation 7 - 3 to the linear oxidation. kinetics may only 

be assessed when the influence of nickel contents in the alloy and oxide 

on the kinetic and equilibrium reaction ~arameters has been determined 

quantitatively. 

7.4 Internal Oxidation of Iron - Nickel Allovs 

7 . 4. 1 . General Discussion 

The general features of the internal oxidation ~rocess have been 

outlined in the eXperimental results section. The subscale formed in iron-

nickel alloys is similar to that in copn0r - ~latinum, copoer - ~alladium 

and nickel-platinum alloys investigated by Thomas,3°This investigator re-

-ported that small amounts of noble metal could be detected in the external 

scales, and suggested that small adnitions of noble element to the oxide 

may increase the d~ssociation ~ressure of the oxide . 

Since the same oxide , wustite , is for.med both internally and ex-

ternally in iron - .nickel alloys, the dissociation -pressure of the oxide 

at the metal - oxide interface must be greater than the dissociation 
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pressure of oxide formed internall7. Also the oxygen activity attains 

its maximum value where the noble metal content of the alloy is of max

imum value. Since the noble metal content is highest at the metal -

oxide interface and docreaoeo acrooa the subocalo nttain1ng bulk vnluo 

at the subscale alloy interface, an oxygen ~ressure or oxygen activity 

gradient axists across the subscale . This activity gradient renresents 

the driving force for internal oxidation. Those conclusions are sup

~orted by exnerimental findings . The dissociation ~ressure of vnstite 

in equilibrium with iron - nickel alloys increases with increasing nickel 

content95, 104• Als o, the electron nrobe data of tbic investigation, 

Table VI, demonot t that the niokel ooncentr tion i highe t at th 

metal - oxide interface and de creases with distance through the subseale . 

Therefore, the oxygen activity gradient re~resents the driving force for 

internal oxidation of iron-nickel alloys . 

Thomas)O des cribed the internal oxidation ~rocesses in terms of 

the inwa~d diffusion of oxygen on its concentration gradient . For this 

concentration gradient to exist, it must be assumed that the solubility 

of oxygen increases with increasing noble metal content. In the theoreti

cal section , it was demonstrated that this annroximation is not valid for 

iron - nickel alloys , equation 4-)5. The solubility of oxygen was shown 

to decrease with increasing nickel concentration on a nurely thermodynamic 

basic . Accordingly , the binary diffusion equations of the Thomas model 

9annot be a~nlied since the oxygen gradient would be directed toward the 

metal - oxide interface in the subscale region. This characteristic would 

require the imoossible conditi on for the considered binary diffusion 

equations of un- hill diffusion of oxygen on a concentration gradient . 
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As described in the theoretical section, a different a~~roach wac 

taken in order to account for internal oxidation in the iron - nickel sys

t em, incoroorating the ~rincinles of multicomoonent diffusion. Using this 

analysis, the concentration gradients of other comnonents and ~ossible 

interactions between diffusing s~ecies are taken into account. 

7.4.2 Subsca l e Mornhology 

For the model advanced in the theoretical section, equations were 

deduced for subscale ~enetration under the assumption that oxygen dissolved 

in the alloy phase and diffused into the matrix along a ~lanar front. This 

imnlted that oxygen diffusivity in the grain boundaries was of the same 

order of magnitude as in the metal lattice, although -examination of th~ 

subacale morohology illustrated that the grain boundary precinitation ad

vanced beyond the lattice precinitation front, Fig.28 to 30. This is be

lieved to be a result of ~referential nucleation at grain boundary sites 

and not indicative of a preferential grain boundary diffusion nr ocess. 

There are several experimental . observations which sunnort the 

~remise that oxygen diffuses inwards along a uniform front . Examination 

of i ron - 30~ nickel alloys oxidized in 50% carbon dioxide r evealed tha t 

the depth of grain boundary penetration relative to the lattice nenetra

tion at l000°C was equal to and in some areas greater than this ratio at 

900°C, see:.Fig:38 ond Fig£55• This would not be exnected if a preferent

ial grain boundary diffusion ~rocess was ~erative . Similar conclusions 

were made by Thomas3° for con~er - noble metal alloys. 

Several attempts were made to reveal an oxygen concentration pro

file using microhardness and etching techneques. Significant ~henomena 

were observed when cross-sections of oxidized snecimens were etched in 
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Fig.55. Fe-30%N1 alloy oxidized for 24 hrs. · in~ co2 at 900°0. u30X 
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aque ous ferric chloride . A-high density band of etch ~its anneared at 

denths beyond the grain boundor,y ~enetration in all snecimens . A tYPi-

ca l band structure is shown in Figs . 56 (a) and 56 (b). Thoao etch "Oits 

would arise due to selective etching of alloy where dislocations inter -

sect the surface. The large density of dislocations required for this 

type of ~it~ing must be associated with the ~enetration of oxygen into the 

alloy since no other ~recess is occurring at these observed de"Oths . Con-

firmation for this viewpoint was obtained by showing that the motion of 

the band front followed a parabolic time denendence, Fig. 5~ The ~ara

bolic rate constent for an iron ·- 30% nickel alloy oxidized in so% carbon 

dioxide was determined to be Z-Ux lo-8cm2/sec which is the same order of 

magnitude of the diffusion coefficient for oxygen in iron which is an~roxi

matly 3 x lo-8cm2/sec. 41 Assuming that the nit band is associated with 

o~gen diffusion, its ~lanar front offers confirmation to the assum~tion 

that oxygen diffuses inwards along a uniform front. Accordingly, grain 

boundary ~reci~itation is not a result of preferential boundary diffusion • 

.A.nslie108 has renorted a mechrmism \'lhich will account for these 

observations . If an atom can diffuse both interstitially and substitution-

nlly, the latter via a vacancy mechanism, the interstitials may diffuse 

ahead of the substitutional& and enter vacant lattice· sites, creating an 

undersaturation of vacancies. Ainslie determined that small undersa tura-

tiona can ~remote dislocation down climb with subsequent emission of vacan-

cias in order to relieve the undersaturation. Therefore, in undersaturated 

regions , a high dislocation density results. These considerations hav 

been sho~m to be ualid for diffusion of sulphur in iron108 and the mechanism 

is feaoible in the present situation esnecially since oxygen is a large 
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Fig.56(a) . Etch ~it band in an Fe-JO%Ni alloy oxidized for 8 hrs. in 

50% C02• 465X 

Fig.56(b) . Etch nit mornhology in Fig. 56(b). 2300X 
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interstitial s~ecies. In view~of these observations. it ia assumed that 

~reci~itation ia a . nucleation effect. Lower au~eraaturation · leads · to 

~reci~itation . of oxide at grain boundaries comnared totbat required to 

nucleate and preci~itate oxide in tho alloy lattice. 

?.4:~ Generation of Sunersaturation in Iron-Nickel Alloys 

Equation 4-17 and equation 4-18 can be used to demonstrate that 

oxygen su~ersaturation is generated in the alloy as a result of the nrea-

ence . of the nickel gradient. When the degree of oxygen supersaturation 

is sufficient to satiaf7 the critical concentration ~reduct for nuclea-

tion, oxide is nreci~ftate~ That is, the nickel gradient establishes the 

alloy composition in a two nhase region in the ternary iron - nickel -

oxygen nhase diagram. Substitution of anpropriate values into equations 

4-1? and 4-18 allows one to map the diffusion ~ath on the ternary phase 

diagram. This ia referred to as the virtual path by Xirkaldy26• 

Valuea for the various parameters can be obtained from the liter-

ature and electron ~robe data with the exception of the off-diagonal dif-

fusion coefficient D1z• It is necessary in ~his instance to assume an ~ 

aporoximate value. An estimated value of D12 was obtained by using the 

quantit7 of oxygen fluxed into the allo7 to ~reduce a given amount of 

oxide using equation 4-19, neglecting the oxygen term• In this manner, 

D12waa estimated to be lo-12cm2/aec. 

A virtual ~ath calculation was carried out for an iron-30~ nickel 

allQ7 oxidized in so% carbon dioxide. Jrom the electron probe data, the 
. I . 

concentration of nickel at the interface was . ·07 moles/cm3, and the 

oxygen concentration was exprea~~d as the ratio C1/C~ where Ci is the 
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saturation value at the interface. The saturation velue for oxygen was 

taken to be lo-S molea/cm3. The diffusion coefficient of nickel in iron

nickel was taken from the data of ojgilvie, 109 and the oxygen coefficient 

from that of Bohnenkam~ and Enge1141 and Schenck et a1, 64 Dll~lo-8cm2/sec. 

In thia calculation, it was assumed that the oxygen solubility ia inde~end-

ent of alloy composition. 

The calculated virtual ~~th is shown in Fig.58. It can be seen 

. that the diffusion ~ath does enter the two nhase wustite alloy region. 

Moreover, the oxygen ~rofile at some given time before ~reci~itation can 

be described by ~lotting the oxygen concentration versus distance from 

them tal ~ · o~ide interface, using quation 4-1?. Thia ~rotile is shown 

in .F1g.59. It can be seen from this ~lot that oxide precinitation will 

occur to a greater de~th at grain boundaries, as observed in the cross

sections, if the critical oxygen concentration required for nucleation is 

less for the grain boundar,y regions than the metal lattice. Thus the 

degree of sunersaturation is influenced by the nickel concentration dis-

tribution whereas the depth of oxygen penetration ia influenced by the 

oxygen diffusivity in the alloy phase. These two factors imoly that the 

rate of subscale penetration into the alloy lattice is largely denendent 

' upon the diffusivity of nickel and that rate of subscale fo~ation along 

the grain boundaries is mainly denendent on the oxygen diffusivity. 

The rate constanta · for lattice and grain boundary nreci~itation in 

the iron - 2~ and 3~ nickel alloys oxidized in 50% carbon dioxide rep

orted in Table V and Fig.42, ~ualitatively agree with these considera-

tiona. These alloys were selected for detailed measurements aince the 

nreci~itation fronts could be measured faily accuratelY, and the inter-

nal oxide did not occuny a large ~roportion 
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of the aubacale region which is required by the theor,y, aince it waa 

assumed that nrecipitatesndo not interfere with diffusion processes. 

?.4.~ Verification of the Theoretical Develonments 

In the theoretical section, exPressions were develoned· to deter~ine 

the amount of oxygen which diffuses into the alloy phase. This calculated 

amount of oxygen may be conroared to that found erperimentally to test the 

apPlicability of the multico~onent diffusion model. 

The actual amounts of oxygen present as internal oxide in the 

iron - 2~ and J~ nickel alloys oxidized in 50~ carbon dioxide were de-

termined from the ex-perimental penetration curves given in :Fig:.- ~2. In 

both caaea, ·the oxide particle aime was unifo~ ~erose the aubacale and 

this phase represente~d ap"'roximately 20% of the volume.. Neglectirig the 

small variable concentration of wustite, the concentration of oxygen , 

c!• 11 0.08 molea/cm:3 of wuatite. 

W 0 2 CF
0
eo. A 

0: • X 

The observed weight of oxygen is then, 

?-4 

where xis the aubacale thickness in em., and A is the surface area con-

aidered. In the calculations A • 1 cm2. Since the penetration of sub

scale follows a pa.rabolic relationship, x • (Xpt, 

?-5 

Utilizing the determinations of the parabolic constants from the penetra-

tion curves~ e~erimental weights of oxygen as oxide in the alloys are, 

?-6 
•.'\ 

and 

?-? 
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As theoretically nredicted; the rates of subscale ~enetration 

obe~ parabolic relationshina. The above valuee tor ~take ot oxygen ma~ 

nov be comoared to those obtained using equation 4-)8 after anpropriate 

substitution. Value• ~reviou•~ given ~or the 41~tu•1on conatanta o~ 

oxygen and nickel were emolo~ed for Dll and D22: C21 and Nz were deter-

mined from the electron probe data, Table Vt, assuming an allo~ density 

of 8 gm/cm3, £1z, vas estimated to be 10, on the baaia that DJ.2/DI1 ~ 

-4 I N c c 10 and D],z DJ.1 - ~I'L N1, where N1 • 2 x lo-.... 

The calculated Taluea are, 

7-8 

and 

. 7-9 

Utilizing equation 4-2.5, and assuming that the aolubility of oxygen in the 

alloys is the same aa nure iron and independent of nickal concentration 

the calculated Taluea are, 

7-10 

and 

7-11 

It is auoarent from these calculations, that the expression des-

cribing the solubility of oxygen in the alloya baaed on the Gibbs - Duhem 

relationshi~, equation ~-J7, is a crude a~nroximation. Agreement is better 

when it ia assumed that the oxygen solubility a~roaches that for ~ure 

iron. The imoortanee of the Gibba - Duhem reault ·ta aaaociated with equa-

tion 4-JS, which predicta a decreaae in oxygen aolub111ty with 1noreaa1ng 
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nickel contents. 

Examination of Figs.)6, 28, 29, and 30 illustrates that the amount 

of oxygen nresent as internal oxide decreased with increasing nickel con

centration for a giv.en gas comnosition. At surface compositions of ?O% 

to 80% nickel the reduction in oxide concentration was quite dramatic. 

The difference in the nickel concentration gradient (Czl - Czo) decreases 

only slight~ with increasing nickel concentration, Table VI. However, 

as a result of the reduction of the oxygen saturation concentration with 

nickel concentration, equation 4-35, this reduction in nreci~itation is 

exnected. Oxygen solubility must decrease ranidly at nickel concentrations 

of the order of 70 - 8o%. 

For a given bulk nickel content and increasing carbon dioxide 

nrecsures, the amount of subscale increased; comnare Fig.28 with 38. 

However, in these cases, the increase in nrecinitation is a result of an 

increase in the nickel gradient (Czl - Czo) in equation ~-251 as shown in 

Table VI. 

Although numerous annroximations were necessary, the theoretical 

relationshins sunnort the nrouosed mechanism of internal oxidation. To 

derive these relationshins, it was assumed that the naramete~es D12• ~\~, 

n11, D22 were inde~endent of concentration, and that the nickel concentra

tion gradient could be anuroximated to an error function relation. This 

latter consideration could not be examined because electron ~robe scans 

across the subscale illustrated that the nrecinitation reaction greatly 

modified the nickel nrofile in cases were there was conious precinitation. 

An error function solution was approached when the nrecinitation was min

imized, such as in the case for the so% nickel alloy oxidized in carbon 

\ 
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dioxide, Fig.47. 

7.4.5 Agditional Featureg ot Interna l Ox1,datiqo 

The above mechanism !or internal oxidation is based on the influ

ence of a nickel gradient on the penetration o! oxygen into the alloy. 

Since specimens heated in carbon dioxide - carbon monoxide atmosnherea at 

a potential just below that required for external oxidation did not 

oxidize internally, an exneriment was designed to determine the effect o! 

the ~resence o! a steep nickel gradient in the alloy. 

An a~nroximately 3 micron layer of nure nickel vas electroplated 

on an iro~ - 10% nickel alloy !rom a standard Watts solution. The sneci

men WQI e~Oaed' to a S~ carbon diOXide atmo~here for 10 hours. The re

sult of this teat is shown in the taner aec.tion in Fig.60. The nickel plate

alloy interface is visible in the microgranh. It is apparent that oxide 

has precipitated in the alloy phase behind this interface. This observa

tion supports the argument that oxygen sunersaturation in the ~resence of 

a nickel gradient attains the critical Talue required for oxide nrecipita

tion. However, this conclusion must be accepted with reservation because 

the oxygen notential in the nickel nlate may be sufficiently high enough 

to oxidize this particular alloy. ·However, this latter consideration does 

not e:rolain the occurrence of oxide as precinitat.es in the alloy. Accord

ingly, the observations may be regarded aa additional tentative support 

for the conclusion that oxide precinitation in the alloy occurs in the 

presence of a nickel gradient. · 
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CONCLUSIONS 

l. Iron and iron - nickel allo71 have been oxidized in carbon 

dioxide - carbon monoxide atmosphere& at l000°C. Linear reaction rates 

were observed !or iron and alloya containing up to So% nickel. Internal 

oxidation occurred in all alloys investigated. ror alloya containing u~ 

to So% nickel, vustite waa the onl7 oxide formed and ita ~ompoaition waa 

d~endent unon the nickel contenta o! the all071. A spinel oxide formed 

on alloys containing greater than s~ nickel. 

2. The basic nostulatea o! a theoretical model previoualy advanced 

by Wagner for oxidation o! these alloya vere violated aa a result o! the 

occurrence o! linear reaction rstea and internal oxidation. 

J. A kinetic equation was derived !or linear oxidation o! iron 

and iron - nickel alloy• baaed on the aaaumption that dissociation o! 

carbon dioxide at the oxide gaa interface vaa the rate controlling reac

tion. Several equations reported in the literature to deacribe the linear 

oxidation kinetic& o! iron were ahovn to be equivalent to the derived equa

tion. 

4. The kinetic eroreuion nredic'ted a direct nrO"Oortionali ty be

tween the rate conatant and nartial pressure o! carbon dioxide which waa 

observed for nure iron and iron - 20, JO, and 4~ nickel alloya. 

S. Electron probe microanalytical analyaea demonatrated the 

presence o! large nickel gradient• in the metal nbaae below the metal -

acale interface o! the iron - nickel allo,ya. 

6. An internal oxidation model waa presented baaed upon the 

principle• o! di!tuaion in multic.omponent metallic ayatema to account 

140 
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for the e!fecta of metal concentration gradient• at the alloy - oxide 

interface on oxygen eolution and oxide ~r•cinitation in the alloys. 

?. Equationa, baaed on the above model, adequatelY described 

supersaturation ot oxygen ~rior to ~reci~itatton ot oxide and the amount 

ot o~gen present aa internal oxide. 

B. Subscale morphologiee were ~resented illustrating the pre-

' 
ferential precinitation ot oxide at grain boundaries. The internal oxida-

tion model aatiafactoril1 accounted !or this e!!ect, assuming that greater 

auperaaturation waa required !or lattice ~rec1~1tation comvared to grain 

boundar,y oxide fo~tion. 

9. The ratea o! aubacale !ormation at grain boundariea and within 

graina were dependent on the di!fuaivity o! nickel and oxygen in the alloy 

phase. 

10. Several fundamental pa~ametera are required in order to te~t 

the theoretical relationahi~• on a quantitative baaie. 



APPENDIX I 

If gaseous diffusion of carbon dioxide is rate controlling, the 

o~idation rate will be given by the rate of transfer of gas to the oxide 

surface. Consider the largest observed oxidation rate, namely, for ~ure 

iron in carbon dioxide. 

is 29 x lo-3 • 1 
- 16 3600 

From the linear rate constant, the oxygen u~take 

= 5 x 10-?gm-atoms O/cm2/sec. One gram - mole-

cule of carbon dioxide suunlies one gram - atom of oxygen according to, 

C02 ~ 0 +CO A- 1 

The rate of carbon dioxide diffusion to the surface is given bj'l,lll, 

Nco2 = 2 · N 
RTl v 

A- 2 

where v = o.66h (1:')0.5 (.;!) 0.33 and V,f, u are the gas velocity, 

density and viscosity resnectively, Dis the geseous diffusion coefficient 

and 1 i s the suecimen length. Substituting annrouriate values, 

N. O. 664 (1. 5 X Q, 6 X 0,43 X 10-J) 0.5 ( 450 X ,0-6 . ) Q.}) 
v = 450 x 1o-6 0.43 X 10- X 1.5 

= 0.55 

where Vmax = 2Vaverage has been substituted for the gas velocity. Therefore, 

Nco2 = 1.5 x 0.55 x 0.?5 = 3.9 x lo-6gm-atoms ~/cm2/sec 
82.05 X 12?3 X 1.5 ~ 

The oxidation rate should be 8 times larger than observed for the case 

of pure iron. The alloy oxidation rate is auuroximately 30 times less 

than ~ure iron, therefore, observed rates differ by 100-500 times. 



APPENPIX II 

In the internal oxidation model, it is assumed that the metal -

oxide interface is stationary. This assumntion is based on the premise 

that the volume of wustite nrecinitated in the alloy lattice comoensates 

for the volume of iron reacted. to form external oxide. The thicknesses 

of iron - 20% and 30% nickel alloy plates, oxidized in 50% carbon dioxide 

for various time intervals,ane comnared to the initial values in the table 

below. The initial dimensions, determined with a. metric micrometer, are 

accurate to t 15 microns. The final dimensions were obtained with a cal-

ibrated filar microscone eye~iece; the errors are the standard diviation. 

\ 

ALLOY TIME INITIAL THICKNESS FINAL THICKNESS INTERFACE 
MOVEMENT 

(wt% Ni) (hrs) (microns) (microns) (microns) 

20 6 650 616 1: 7 17 

20 12 670 663 ~ 6 3.5 

20 24 580 552 r 5 14 

20 30 ~70 645 t 2 13 

30 3 660 624 '!:. 7 18 
~ 

30 6 630 608 ± 8 11 

30 10 650 625 t- 2 13 

30 24 580 575 ! 5 2.5 

30 30 610 590 t 6 10 

The results indicate that the metal - oxide interface recedes only 

during the initial stages of reaction; and then, it remains essentially 

i42 (a) 
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stationary as oxidation continues. Assuming that a thin layer of oxide 

is formed "Prior to the -preci-oi tation of internal oxide, it is concluded 

that the interface recedes slightly a.s iron is selectively removed from 

the alloy; then, it becomes stationary as a result of subscale development . 

APPENDIX I I I 

Two kinetic ex-oeriments were carried out on an iron - 20% nickel 

alloy, in which a~gon was substituted for carbon monoxide. The results 

are renorted gra.nhically in Fig.27, nage 8?. The kinetic data can be 

adequately described by straight lines. The reaction rete ~ecreases as 

the argon concentration is increased. It is concluded that the chemisorn-

tion model a'P~lies; and that the effect of argon is to dilute the oxidizing 
\ 

gas. Similar results have been renorted for uure iron.68 
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